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contributors

This month WEVL is. proud to. welcpitte John Fergus
Ryan, a Memphian whose work has appeared in.Penthouse,
' . Esquire, and Atlgntic Monthly. John reviews road shows from
the past and recent revivals in "Billy Graham Dull as
Compared to Buffalo and Ham." Our man about town,
David Bowman, takes a look at Memphis from the opening
of the new airport connector loopdothe controversial closing
of the Taliesyn Ballroom. David's investigative reporting has.
- appeared in many regional journals, including Southern Ex
posure. David's column is excerpted from.his weekly newslet
ter, Citywatching. Howell Pearre gives kudos and
critiques in his reviews of "Southern Comfort", "The Blood
Knot", "Scuba Dufea'Tand "Any Wednesday." Howel! is a
"director and writer and WEVL's .resident,theatre buff. Black
"power and white liberal guilt*-"-are - explored in this month's
edition of Boyd Lewis' "Soundtrack for de Sou/." Boyd is
a reporterand producer for Atlanta'spublic radio WABE-FM.
David Crook, former WEVL volunteer-, takes a penetrating
yldok at advertising directed at children in"Kiddie Krunch."
David is a staff reporter for the Washington- bureau of Broad
casting magazine. Brenda Cooke continues her offerings of
"Healthy Alternatives" in a review of "How.to Get Rid of
the Poisons in Your Body." Music Editor Gordon Alexander
spends time with A1Green in"Soul Survivor" and tips us off
to what's news in the Memphis Music Scene in Off the
Record. Gordon formerly edited Buffoon, a Memphis humor
magazine. Album reviews by Tom O'Neill, a writer fgr Buf
foon, Musical Infirmary by Tony Yarbrough, a restorer of
stringed instruments, and/azz Journal by Memphis musician
Travis Jenkinstake the music section on home. For the 4th of
July, the family is celebrated in "American Genesis", Phyllis
Tickle's bicentennial poem which appears in this month's In
ner City Essays. Phyllis is managing editor of St. Luke's
Press, an alternative publisher in Memphis.
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NEXTMONTH
WEVL reports from tapes, interviews and photographscom
piled duringthe recent fireman's strike...
looks at the man and his legacy in a second supplement —
"Elvis: One Year After..."
plus: columns by John Fergus Ryan, Phyllis Tickle, Boyd
Lewis andall of ourregular contributors.
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by David Bowman
Libertyland's recently announ
ced $1.5 millionloop-corkscrew thrill
ride has a role model already in the
new Airport Connector between I240 and the Memphis International
Airport. In one week'soperation this
$11.6 million road has provided
automotive excitement worthy of the
chase scenes in the French Connec
tion.
Its tangle of ramps, loops, over
passes, and banked roadway provide
some astonishing feats of traffic
engineering:
—The heavy traffic going
north on Airways from Brooks Road
must turn right at Democrat Road
and rightagain ina tight loop uponto
the connectorif they wish toget back
on Airways or 1-240. This will
corkscrew thousandsdaily.
—All traffic going south on the
connector ends up at the airport ter
minal unless it exits very early.
Brooks-bound traffic must exit onto
Airways before it even gets to
Democrat, and all Winchester-bound
traffic has to exit by a new offramp
that meets Winchester in an inter
section much like the old AirwaysWinchester car-cruncher the connec
tor was built toreplace.
—Anyone still on the connector
southbound by the time it curves
eastwards believing they can exit
smoothly onto Winchester and con
tinue east will be sorely dissappointed; everyone goes over Winchester
and intothe airport.
In short, the Airport Connector
seems to serve only airport people
and frustrates everyone else. Yet it
was builtwith Everyone'sMoney.. .
Recently the CityCouncil passed
a resolution approving new ad
ministration procedures for "street
and alley closures," just in time for
what could be a wave of applications
by citizens and governmental en
tities. Lots of closures could enhance,
property values, increase quiet and
safety for residents, or simply
reclaim square footage from the
city's over-asphalted jumble. In fact,
with 30 percent of most cities'
acreage dedicated to motorized traf
fic, sensible closure policies could
bring many civic benefits. Used
another way, it could turn the town
into strings of strategic hamlets,
with walls and gates, little Woodlands
all overMemphis.
The recent "Battle of Taliesyn
Ballroom" (won by McCoy's) shows
the Union Avenue is the most
valuable real estate in town. The
street itself. Simply because about
45,000 vehicles are in it every day,
with at least 65,000 people and
millions of dollars in their pockets.

Wendy's (1593Union) is said togross
$120,000 every month. This makes
the ballroom sale (reported as
$ 150,000) soundlike asteal.
Reprinted from CITYWATCHING, published
weekly by Editorial Services, P.P.Box 11369.
Memphis, TN. 38111. Subscriptions are $15 a
year. Copyright1978by David Bowman.

healthy

alternatives

by Brenda Cooke

mistaken for something else other
than body pollution,he islulled intoa
false senseof security. Large doses of
these chemicals can kill you on the
spot, but the Food and Drug Ad
ministration (FDA) limits their use
to what they consider as "safe"
human tolerance levels. It is this at
titude that sanctions the slow mass
poisoning of all concerned. The book
takes a penetrating look at the sub
stances we take into our body and
outlines a progamof preventative ac
tion. Separate chapters cover sugar,
meat, pesticides,and foodadditives.
One of the most intriguing chap
ters is the chapter titled "Meat Fac
tory, Drugged, Dirty and Deadly."
So many chemicals are ingested by
and injected into the 238 pounds of
beef, pork and poultry that each
American consumes annually that it
is impossibleto say how muchis safe
and how much is potentially harmful.
The family farmhas been replaced by
corporation owned "animal fac
tories" where livestock and poultry
are forced to live in crowded en
vironments that are frequently un
clean and germ ridden. The animals
are kept alive and fattened by the
continuous administration of
tranquilizers, hormones, antibiotics
and 2,700 other FDA approved
drugs. The process startseven before
birth and continues long after death.
It is not a pretty picture, and it
explains why more and more people
are choosing to limit meat in their
diets. Null also tells us that "meat
eaters" worries don't end with
humane considerations, or with hor
mones, antibiotics, and tranquilizers;
the FDA permits residues of these
potentially dangerous drugs to exist
in our primary source of protein. At
the supermarket or the wholesale
meat distributor, for instance,
steaks, chops, and roasts are
sometimes dipped into antibiotic
solutions or chemical preservatives
to increase their shelf lives. We can
not protect ourselves against these
additives because there is no law
requiring that they be listed on
labels. The Nullsrecommend we stay
away from these hazards by eating
more fish,cheese, soybeansand other
sources of vegetable protein.

In the chapter "Sweet Suicide"
the Nulls take a thorough look at the
sugar industry. We learn that sugar
has been added toalmost everything
we consume. Manufacturers of cake
mixes for example have found that
the amounts of sugar adds weight to
the box and increases shelf life. The
New York Times recently reported
that during one four year period in
the 1960's theamount of sugar used
in processed foodsincreased fifty per
cent. The United States government
figures that every person in this
country eats about 31 teaspoons of
sugar a day. From 1850 to 1900,
world production of sugar increased
from oneand onehalf milliontons. By.,
1950 production reached 35 million
tons and 20 years later the figure
pyramided to 70 million tons. In
other words, world sugar production
has multipliedfifty timesover during
the last 125 years. During the same
time the number, of diabetics in
creased on a curve that closely
parailed sugar consumption. Dr. T.L.
Cleave, a famed Britishscientist con
cludes that sugar is the single com
mon causal factor for most heart at
tacks, arteriosclerosis and strokes.
The Nulls offer a solution to the
American sweet tooth: "avoid all
refined white sugar and bleached
white flour in whatever forms they
are disguised. Artificial sweeteners
are not a viable alternative, for they
too cause degenerative disease.
Moreover they keep alive a "sweet
tooth" and it is only a matter of time
before the user returnsto sugar.Choose
desserts from the abundant, fragrant
juicy fruits of the earth. Pastriesand
The book is intriguing as well as
cakes made from whole gain flours educational. Gary and Steve Null
will reawaken tired tastebuds, and have certainly done their homework.
sugar will eventually taste like the Now it is up to the consumer: we owe
refined carbohydrateit is.
it to ourselves to read this book Gary and Steven Null wrote How to then if we eat the processed junk of
Get Rid of the Poisons in Your Body fered to us so readily we will have all
to reeducate the newly awakened the facts about the product and not
consumer. Most of us are unaware of just the commercial graffiti that con
stantly bombardsus.
just what we are ingesting in the
form of residual chemicals or ad
ditives in the foods we eat. Since the
consumer does notimmediately have
a serious reaction to these ingested
ueri
toxins but instead exhibits a variety
of symptoms that are almost always

Back when I was a lad, when I
thought you could still petition the
Lord with prayer, I worked on and
was fired from the Meridian Star in
Meridian, Miss. Following the
outrage, I began to work on the cam
paign of one Richard S. Porter, a
black minister, who ran for the
Meridian citycouncil.
As that long-ago (1968) cam
paign progressed, I still remember
something very odd about it. It
wasn't that Porter didn't have a
chance in hell in that explosive year
of sneaking into the bastion of white
power in Mississippi
that much
was always assumed. No, it was the
bizarre, stumbling style in which it
was being run by Porter's campaign
manager. Strategy was faulty,
volunteers were running around in
circles, money was being grossly
misspent. Everything was wrong,
eerily wrong.
Rev. Porter was a decentenough
man, but the way his campaign was
fumbling alongeven the liberal white
voters of Meridian, who could be
picked out only by electron
microscope, wondered whether it
might not be better to stay with the
honkey curmudgeon who was the in
cumbent than to risk secretly sup
porting the nice black guy with the*
stone bozocampaign.
I approached the campaign
manager withall sortsof suggestions
to avoid what I knew to be election
day catastrophe. "You don't under
stand howwe dothings,'' hesaid with
narrowed eyes,"cause you're afterall
white."
Guilty yer honor, sez I. White as
the abominable snowman's left ball.
Born white. Will die white. Will
molder into dust white. But I know
some logic and a little of the world,
enough to know that politics ain't
played the way it is with Richard S.
Porter for Meridian City Council.
And once more the campaign
manager hit me with the master putdown: black folks have had enough
criticism from white "friends". Let
us set the agendaor letus alone.

More than 1,500,000
Americans are living
proof cancer can be
cured. The American
Cancer Society needs
millions to save millions
more. Please, give more
today. We want to wipe
out cancer in your
lifetime.
American
I
Cancer Societyf.
This space contributed by the publisher
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forde
Sort
by Boyd Lewis
So I shut up and worked through
a ghastly defeat and humiliation of
an honorable man. He got in the
neighborhood of 20 percent of the
black vote and 20 votes, not percent
but votes, from the whites. Years
later I met a mutual friend who had
worked on the Porter campaign who
confirmed what I had somehow
suspected: the campaign manager
was in cahoots with the white power
structure and had been bought off to
sabotage theinternal mechanism.
As it turned out, I didn't under
stand how this individual did things
not because I was white but because I
was blind. I was snookered, trusts
were betrayed, progress was set
back, poorand hungrypeople labored
countless hours for a doomed
cause...all because Mandrake the
Magician threw a cape of rhetoric
over us and did a mumbo jumbo
number to disguise the treachery of
his serviceto histrue masters.
Most of that can be confirmed by
another refugee from the Meridian
Star and Mississippi journalist Terry
Keeter, now a reporter for the Com

a
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mercial Apple, for it was Terry who
warned me thatthe KKK hadtaken a
sudden interestin meduring thecam
paign and led me to flee in a bright
green Triumphto Atlanta.
There is an issue here, increasing
in importance: how should pro
gressive whites react/behave when
their efforts to integrate Power in
this country result in the election of
corrupt black hooligans who might
as well be 1962 garden variety
Southern whites?
There is a tendency to hold back
criticism because a lot of blood,
dignity, suffering, honor and pain is
at the foundation of the growing
black political power in the South,
not to mention private employment
and public appointment. Genuine
black power istoo new, still directionseeking, runs the argument, so
declare a moratorium on criticising
blacks who sell out, dip their hands
into thecookie jar or play Idi Aminto
somebody else'sJohn Vorster.
White liberal guilt dictates that
any serious critique of the black
power ethos isplaying into the hands

of those Nazioids still among us who
want to repeal the Emancipation
Proclamation.
And there is sensitivity to the
charge of the Joint Center for Public
Policy Studies, the black think tank
attached to Howard University in
Washington, that there is a national
conspiracy to attack and discredit
black leadership.
And so a dismal and dangerous
thing happens: right thinking whites
asked to support progressive black
political candidates or social reform
are beginning to hold back, because
they've been stung by working for
something which they cannot now
criticize because of the hesitations
just mentioned. And criticism is the
American way. I mean, if you can't
bitch about it, ain't worth no never
mind noway.
Of course the black crooks and
saboteurs Eire having a field day, be
they inCongress, city hallor running
federal programs. They haveperfected anew art form, Society Americana
1978's version of the Sistihe Chapel:
and that is to turn legitimate white
criticism into a racist blitzkrieg and
legitimate black criticism into
collaboration with same.
Who loses from all this? White
liberal guilt has a half life of maybe
two weeks, so whites don't suffer.
The crooks of colorcruise on. But the
little people, the folks on the corner
and in the projects, on the sharecrop
farms and inthe factories, all of those
who thought a slim chance of change
would come when the insensitive
white monolith was toppled, they
lose. They are betrayed by the silence.
This isn't a call for whiteliberals
to verbally massacre newly arrived
black power. Nor is it a dare for
blacks to remain calm when caught
doing what their white predecessors
have always done with impunity.
It's just one of those calls to reason,
and as such will be grandiloquently
ignored.

I,
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Kiddie Krunch

'Wo fun in break fas
by David Crook

After a year's prodding by its
new chairman, Michael Pertschuk,
the Federal Trade Commission last
month officially proposed a new
trade regulation that,if adopted, will
radically alter the business of selling
products to childrenon television. In
a much discussed 340-page report,
the Commission recommended a ban
on all television advertising to
children under the age of eight, a
second banon televisioncommercials
aimed at children under twelve for
such "highly sugared" products as
candies and snack foods, and a
requirement that manufacturers of
debatably dangerous pre-sweetened
cereals balance their advertising
claims with nutritional and health
Much, and little of it favorable,
has been said about the Commission's
proposals in the past month. The
Washington Post, for one, called the
FTC the "national nanny", and at
least one interested and influential
trade journal accused Chairman Pert
schuk of having something less than
a full grip on reality because he and
his staff are of the opinion there is
something fundamentally wrong
with a marketing system that sells
products that spoil and endanger the
physical health of children and then
pits them against their too over
taxed andoverworked parents.
One of the chairman's colleagues,
Commissioner Paul Rand Dixon,
spoke for more than himself at the
FTC's February 28 meeting when he
neatly described the issue as yet an
other example of (1) the continuing
breakdown of American family life as
evidenced by parents' apparent in

ability to keep the little tykes in line
when they get them to the supermar
ket or (2) the intrusion of big, ineffec
tual government in an area where it
has nobusiness.
The FTC's four to nothing vote
to hold hearings on the matter
acknowledged, in effect, that parents
are, indeed, overwhelmed by the
repeated assaults of advertisers and
that the government does have an
obligation to investigate the practices
of an industry that spends upwards
of $600 million each year hawking
products such as Baron Von Redberry, Cocoa Krispies, Trix, Froot
Loops, Lucky Charms, Sugar Smacks
(each of which is at least 45% sugar),
or any of the other hundreds of good
ies, edible and otherwise, that are
waved before the American child's
hungy eyessome 20,000times ayear.
As any account executive, or en
cyclopaedia salesman, would admit,
the first requirement of any good ad
vertising campaign is need. People
become consumers only after they
perceive a needin their lives that can
be satisfied with a product, and they
become customers whenthey reach a
conclusion that that need can be
satisfied with aparticular product. A
good, sales-producing commercial
convinces its viewer that something
is wrong with his life that can be
righted witha wisepurchase.
And who ismore vulnerable than
a child to such shenanigans? In chil
dren's ads the buzz word is fun. "No
fun in breakfastV one archetypal
commercial asks as it flashes the
three-letter word above the head of
its animated knight-errant spokesman
delivering abox of 40%sugar to a pack

of bored younsters. One need not be
B.F. Skinner to figure out what the
commercial is teaching its Saturday
morning audience of pajama-clad
pre-schoolers.
What's a mother to do? She can
say no to the child, who already has
six different brands of cereals in the
pantry and still, presumably, no fun,
and confirm his worst, televisioninduced fears about her — that
parents do not want their kids to
have fun.Or shecan questionher own
self, asking, in effect, "Am I really
6ne of thosemothers, like my mother,
who does not want her children to en
joy life?" Her third alternative there
in the cereal aisle of the Safeway is to
give into the98-cent blackmail.
"Ah," but the revisionists and
Rand Dixon wouldsay, "why doesn't
she just say no? Don't worry about
how the child feels today; he'll love
you forit inthe future.
Enter the unknown variable: A
generation of parents, the world's first,
who have spent a third of their own
lives mesmerized by the vertical blank
ing interval, who, themselves, are re
minded quarter-hourly of the empti
ness oftheir ownlives, that theyhave
no fun either. As have their children,
the parents of today have beentaught
by television, from Howdy Doody to
Fantasy Island, that products do
make a difference inone's life — that
a 69-cent tube of Ultra Brite may be
all it takes totransform adrab, every
day life intoa string of sizzlingaffairs.
Television isa world of 30-second
human dramaswhere, tolift oneof its
own cliches, actors compete by
fingering brands of toilet paper,
where the thrill of victory is the re
cognition that what's regular is, in
fact, what's regular for you, where
the agony of defeat is house-a-tosis. It
is aworld where theaverage American
spends forty-fourhours eachweek.
That mother in the supermarket
can nomore say no to Baron Von Redberry than she can to Tide, Charmin,
or Sure.
And that is precisely why the
FTC is right in proposing the adver
tising bans. The Commission is say
ing no to a corporate system that in
thirty years has demonstrated a cal
lous contempt forindividuals and lit
tle else. It is saying no toa communi
cations system that has subverted a
miraculous invention and turned it
into the cheesiest of hucksters. Re
gardless of the eventual outcome of
the FTC's inquiry, the Commission's
action of last month warned adver
tisers and broadcasters that it con
siders their marketing campaigns
aimed at the young consumers pa
tently unfair.
It was Commissioner Dixon who
asked whether America was getting
'sufficient parenting." The better
question, inthis instance, would have
been whether the country has been

JULY, 1978

getting sufficient governing. Ten
years ago Action for Children's
Television, a national public interest
group witha headquarters in Boston,
first brought the children's adver
tising question before the FTC and
its sister agency, the Federal Com
munications Commission. Until now,
both agencies ducked the issue
repeatedly and, often citing the First
Amendment rights of advertisers
and broadcasters,refused totake any
substantial, bindingaction.
In April of last year, ACT again
asked the FTC to look into the
children's advertising problem.
Chairman Pertschuk, a Democrat
who took hisseat on the day the ACT
petition arrived at the commission,
picked up on the issue and directed
the staff of the FTC's Bureauof Con
sumer Protection through an initial
investigation, the writing of the
report, and the drafting of the
proposed new rule. The FCC, under
its newChairman Charles Ferris, now
has a similar ACT petition before it
that calls for the elimination of all
commercials from programs viewed
by significant numbers of children —
an important point because hereto
fore the FCC has defined children's
programming in terms of intended
audience (Saturday morning cartoons,
for example) and not by actual audi
ence composition (which would make
afternoon reruns and early evening
shows subjectto theban).
Both agencies will be under con
siderable pressure, much certainly to
come from the public, not to act on
the proposals. Industry has already
begun amajor lobbyingeffort in Con
gress with some success. Further
more, if votes weretaken by thecom
missions today, both proposals would
probably lose.
Much ofthe industry'sdefense in
the FTC's upcoming hearings will, of
course, center on the First Amend
ment rights of the corporations to
disseminate product information in
the formof advertising — aright that
has been upheld and, in part, defined
by the U.S Supreme Court. Whether
a corporation's presumably basic
right of free speech takes precedent
over a child's basic right to be pro
tected from exploitation doubtless
will be the constitutional question
the courtseventually will haveto ad
dress.
For now, however, it is not the
FTC's legal duty to enforce the First
Amendment. Rather, the Commis
sion is saddled with the responsibility
of carrying out a fairly narrow man
date of exposing the public to and pro
tecting it from what itconsiders tobe
unfair, exploitive trade practices. The
sad thing about the children's adver
tising problemis that it has taken the
FTC ten years, a childhood, to get
this far.
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In 1976St. Luke'sPress observed the nation's200th birthday by publishing AMERICAN
GENESIS, anarrative poem byPhyllis Tickle. Tennesseewas the only statein the Unionto
grant a single poemthe recognition of bearingthe logo of the BicentennialCommission, and we
re-print both the logoand the poem here withpride and with best wishesto allourreaders for a
happy July4th.
OFFICIALLY RECOGNIZED BY

While shewent homeagain.

AS A BICENTENNIALPOEM FORTENNESSEE

Thomas Wolfe told us that we can'tgo home
again, and many of us inour experience have
learned the truthof his observation.Yet we cannot
and must not forget ourroots, ourheritage, either
as individuals or as a nation.
In "American Genesis"PhyllisTickle takes
us through theemotional cycleof going home
again, and nothingcould be more fitting during
this two-hundredth birthdayof our country, as we
alllook back toward ournation's
Ed Jones
Member of Congress
Seventh District,

AMERICAN
GENESIS
On AshWednesday wesaid,
"Let's go homeagain—
A fewdays, aweek,
Spend awhileWell tellno one."
Soweleft
""
And atefish acrossthe state
On ourway homeagain.
(Do youremember—
It wasalways I whosaid
You can'tgo home again?)
It wasnight andcold
And thefirst Sunday into Lent
When weknocked onyour door
And theold womanwho hadbeen yourmother,
The gnomewho keptthe place,
Brought he* mastiffon itschain
Before sheunlatched thedoor
And wewent in,as if we werehome again.
The house was quiet,
Clean asthe mountains
And twiceas oldas homehad been.
But we slept onthe folded-downcot
That still served heras a frontroom couch,
Coming togetherin themiddle
Where thesprings collectedus
And inthe morningstaying there,
Content to be ourselves.
She saidshe wantedto go home again
And yousaid you'dtake herthere;
What she meant wasa graveyardand somestones,
A rollingtract andthe brokentrees
Back inthe fields that breclher.
We tookher inthe lemonsun
And thewarming Lentenair
Back to stand anddream.
"Nannie PorterLowe
September 26,1861
August 5,1891.
Lloyd Lee Lowe
August 5,1891
November 3,1891."
O, God, I could notbear tosee herthere!
I couldnot watchher moveher lips

Once herhouse, butnow a' arn
Where she had livedwhen shewas young—
Where shehad takenyou whenshe wenthome.
Now thehay was stored inevery room
And shovedagainst eachdoor.
But herflowers werestill infront.
And heruncle's hollytree
And thespring.
And thelittle hillsacross the way
Where hermother firsthad grown—
Where shehad gonewhen she went home.
So weleft thehouse andgraves
And droveher outalong theroads
That woundaround thehills
Until wecame tothe placesshe hadknown
Because hermother hadonce beenyoung,
Because yourmother's motheronce hadcalled
them home.
And youcould scarcelybear thepain— Icould tellOf watching hercome hereagain
To seeher mother'shome.
Fish arenever soldon countryroads
Where steeplesgrow,
So webrought her back totown
And lefther withher dog
While weate ourfill
And wentto roamthe hills.
(What was it I hadwanted here
When I hadasked if you wouldbring mehome?)
You droveme outamong thehills
Until wefound theplace
Where thevalley cutsaround thelake
And thetrail of fadingblazes whichmarks theway
The timberjacks andClinchfield menused towalk
When wewere childrenin thetown
And they would comedown atEastertime
To trudgehome again.
We drankfrom Jones' Branch
And crossedits rocky fords
Until weat last were caught
By thegentle clothof mountaindark
In somegreening mountaingap.
We madecamp andin thelantern light
Fashioned walkingsticks
From thebirches youhad hacked.

by PhyllisTickle

And their whiteness—limber, smooth and wetWas likeour house that night
When I firstbegan toguess
That youwere homeagain.
We brokecamp andwalked again
Across theUnaka's crestsLean andthin—
And breathedthe airthat had fed us
When wewere youngand knew
That the woods—the laurelsand thepinesWere alwaysthere.
We chewedthe deermoss
And watched the galaxgrowing greener
As weclimbed.
Until yousaid,
"There's snowahead."
At first I didnot seeit—
It hadbeen solong,
So manyyears,
I had not smelledit.
It fell, deep-white flakesof cold,
But we were warm for itwas Eastertime,
And we walked thehills
Until atlast theblazes grewtoo dim,
Lost inthe silveredlight,
And theice wasgoing hardaround us.
So wecame downagain,
Down thegrade andinto sometiny mountaintown
Where wehailed acar
And paidthe man
To haulus homeagain.
The ancientone smiledand cooked
And stirredher potsand fedher dog,
Happy tohave usback again.
(Howlonghadit been?
How longthat we'dbeen gone?)
The acreswhere ourchildren played
When weused tobring themhome
And whereyour father's garden grew—
All grownnow tointerstate,
And whocould everknow
How much I'd missthe viningpeas
And theswelling shocksof corn,
The graftingon anapple branch.
But there was nogrief in the agelessone—
She's asflexible astime
And twiceas free,
Because thiswas neverreally home,
Just theplace they settled in
When theycame totown
With someflowers, a wagon anda tree.
We lefther with her thoughts
Lost amongst her pots
And we found ourway tochurch.
The priesthad stopped the massto preach.
He saidthere wassome rite—
(Was itbaptism? TheEucharist? orboth?)
That therewas somerite bywhich
We allcome home.
But thenhe saidno more
And weleft theloaf and wine
For it was almostEastertime,
And wedrove again
Til wecame atlast toour citydoor
And thechildren who were waitingthere said,
"O, you'vecome homeagain,"
But theynever askedus whywe went.
And theirchildren, toddling down thedrive
To graband hugat you,
Only cared
That wewere homefor Eastertide.

BILLY GRAHAM
DULL
COMPARED TO
BUFFALO
&HAM

by John Fergus Ryan

B

Billy Graham says Saved him and
showed himthe Way.
HEAR HAM used to
up on
the billboards in Litt! itock once a
year, about three weeks inadvance of
his hittingtown.
Once my father saw a HEAR
HAM sign and casually remarked,
"That's the man who talked Mrs.
Jackson into giving him the gold out
of her teeth."
I
accepted
this
curious
statement, later repeated many
times, before I thought to ask my
father toexplain it.
When he first came to town, my
father rented a room in the home of a
Mrs.
Jackson, who was very well off,
he was a very handsome wom
an, then in her late thirties, owning outright the principal ice
who had founded Patton Col house inNorth Little Rock.
Mrs. Jackson was under Ham's
lege and Seminary in California (Yeah,
yeah, who are we?/Patton College spell, completely entranced by the
and Seminary/Can't you see?) and man's preaching, and attended every
traveled with selected students who performance whenever he came to
played musical instruments, in a bus town.
On the closing night of one long
driven by cross-eyed Cajun twins
stand, Mrs. Jackson brought all the
named Emileand Airmail.
One young girl in the troupe was cash she could raise, toput in Ham's
attending Patton College and collection plate when he ordered it
passed.
Seminary ona "zitherscholarship '.
In addition, she brought the
Mrs. Patton appeared in the
pulpit wearing a gown designed by warranty deed to the ice house,
Adrian of Hollywood and filled the signed over to Ham, in case it was
Robinson Auditorium every night for needed.
Early in the service, Ham made
One I recallwas theReverend Slim two weeks with nothing more sub
Boatwright, an earnest looking young stantial than enlarged photographs an eloquent appeal for donationsand
man, who posedfor a photograph in a of herself as a young girl in bathing Mrs. Jackson dumped all her cash in
cowboy costume, including chaps and dress, and lectures on the evils of to theplate onthe first go-around.
When Ham made a second ap
pearl-handled horse pistols, and who swimming inthe Detroit River.
And then therewas the Reverend peal later in the evening, and again
publicly challenged the Devil to try
Mordecai F. Ham, the man whom passed around the plate, Mrs.
to beat him tothe draw.

illy Graham came to townand'
Appeared Nightly but I did
not goout andcatch hisact.
I was frankly afraid to sit in a
packed Liberty Bowl stadium,
shoulder to shoulder, cheek by jowl,
with so many grown people who
believe the Devil makes it rain.
And, as one who grew up on the
evangelists who used to tour Arkan
sas in the Forties, I am sure I would
have foundBilly Graham tootame.
He does not do Tricks, like the
old evangelists did. He does not at
tempt to Raise the Dead norCure the
Lame andHalt.
Billy Graham does not handle
snakes.
He has made it this far on
nothing more than Sweet music and
Testimonials, delivered in person, by
show folks.
There isno tellinghow far Cotton
Mather couldhave goneif he hadonly
thought tohire aperforming bearand
a few banjo players.
On Saturdays, in the Forties,
both daily newspapers in Little Rock
ran two full pages of advertisements
for evangelists who were appearing
in townthat week.
I rarely went to theirshows, but I
always readtheir ads.

Another was the Reverend Cassius "Come Early To Get A Good
Seat" Buffalo, who concluded each
service witha free performanceof the
Hindu RopeTrick.
And there was the Reverend Slocum G. Varner, who claimed to be the
first evangelistto travel withhis own
folding chairs,and who came toLittle
Rock every Spring with a show that
included a talking monkey and a
stained glass coffin containing live
reptiles, one or moreof every poison
ous serpent mentioned in the Scrip
tures.
I saw Bebe Patton in person.

S

Jackson tossed in the deed to the ice
house.
After a powerful sermon that
lasted two hours, and another fierce
exhortation from the pulpit, Ham or
dered the plate passeda third time.
Mrs. Jackson did not hesitate.
She borrowed a Bowie knife from
the man sitting next to her and used
it to prise the gold fillings out of her
teeth and laid them in the plate when
it camearound.

A

fter hearing this story from
my father, I was in awe of
Mordecai F. Ham and
speculated on why a man with such
powers of persuasion did not run for
President of the United States.
Several years later, I met Mrs.
Jackson.
She wasselling pies, door todoor.
Mrs. Jackson had several gaps in
her smile, where teeth had been
pulled out, and it could be true she
had indeed mutilated her mouth in
behalf of Mordecai F. Ham.
After I talked to her a few
minutes, my respect for the eloquence
of Brother Hamvanished.
Mrs. Jackson did not have much
Upstairs.
She couldnot tell Big fromLittle.
Mrs. Jackson would have prised
the goldout of her teeth ifasked todo
so by Reverend Varner's talking
monkey.
She would have done it for Rick
Dees.

programmerof the month
Jin (with no last name) was born in
wedlock some years ago. Since then
she has becomea mature child whois
easily amused. She is primarily a song
writer and poet, and plays guitar and
mandolin. Shehas also been known to
practice on the fiddle, thereby caus
ing cows to dry up and corn to cease
growing.
For reasons not immediately ap
parent, she likes Memphis. This may
be attributed tothe fact that she came
here from Nashville, via Louisianaand
Indiana. She claims, however, that it
is due to the particular neighborhood
feel of midtown Memphis, where she
has been felt more often than in any
other place, with the possible excep
tion of theleft hip.
^ Jin has worked as: a darkroom
assistant, key puncher, waitress, jug
band member, underwriter, fast food
seller, translator, secretary, singer,
tutor, country band member and
comedian, artist, telephone solicitor,
tea leaf reader, and freelance Aum
meeter. Shelikes variety.

She was won over to WEVL by a
"gut feeling of peace" during the sta
tion's April Fool's Day Yard Sale of
this year, and has had a show of her
own sincelate April.April Fool's Day
seems to hold a great significance in
her life, ason the previousApril 1she

A MINIMUM OF A $15 CONTRIBUTION
WILL BRING YOU AN ANNUAL SUB
SCRIPTION AND SOME VERY INCREDI
BLE RADIO! ALL CONTRIBUTIONS
ARE TAX-DEDUCTIBLE.
MAILTO: WEVLFMr
P.O. BOX 2118,
STUDIOS: 1369COURT,
MEMPHIS/IN 38104
NAME
ADDRESS
THE SKY'S THE LIMITS

wevl

bought her first car, and on the one
before that she ate her first Swedish
sukiyaki. (We do not have his remarks
at thistime.)
Her show — 5:30-7 p.m. week
days — reflects her love of variety
and has been known to include bluegrass, French jazz, progressive coun
try, Mexican choruses, blues, and all
sorts of instrumentals. Sometimes
she sings Russian versions of such
things as Stewball and Streets of La
redo. She also does occasional "guided
fantasies", which come in general
from psychic experiences and train
ing of herself and others. Her "alter
eagle", Charmaine Plantquist, is a
guest on the show now and then. Jin
follows phone call requests in decid
ing which way a show will go, but
when left to herself, plays musical
salad and gives times advice garnered
from her own experience, such as
"never takea bath with yourcat''.

TUNE IN 90.3
TO HEAR...
goodjazz
bluegrass
women's newsand music
radio drama
classical music
news and publicaffairs
traditional folk
senior citizen'sprograms
senior citizens'programs
contemporary folk
memphis music
gay newsand information
live remotebroadcasts
ethnic andinternational
reggae
country andprogressive country
science fictionand fantasy
opera
tex-mex bordermusic
comedy
irish fiddlemusic
'30's and'40's swingmusic
listeners' pointsof view
calendar of events
readings
delta blues
renaissance choralmusic
live music
listener phone-ins

PROGRAMMED
BY...
teachers, homemakers,car
salesmen, workers,artists,
listeners, actors,doctors,
engineers, kids, poets, senior
citizens, studentsand more just
regular folksof all races and
creeds

WEVL

is brought to you by...

GordinoAjanaku
Gordon Alexander
Mark Allen
Jim Allison
Thomas Baker
Gloria Bowens
Dr. Ernie Britton
Anthony Carter
Pete Ceren
Nellie Childers
Joanna Christus
Brenda Cooke
Charles Dawson
Michael Donahoe
Terry Dorsey
Mary Durham
Jim Eaton
Jin Emerson
Carl Edge
Jim Feltman
Gordon Ginsberg
Arthur Goodman
Alan Gullete
Beth Hoople
Carole Jenkins
TravisJenkins
Andy Johnson
Leroy Johnson
Nairn Kickham
Judy Kitts
Boyd Lewis
Bart Lipman
Clif Lipman
Sheri Lipman
Steve Lockwood

STAFF

MelvinMcHaney
Brad McMillan
Harry Nelsen
Gary Nichols
Paul Palazolo
Biff Parrish
Joe Parrish
David Pavlik
Howell Pearre
Greg Peeples
Dan Phillips
Hawkeye Pierce
Deborah Camp Reed
Abe Roberts
Mark Scott
Neil Shapiro
Judy Singer
Coby Smith
Ness Smith
Alan Spindel
Paul Stallirigs
Aaron Tatum
Dr. Ed Thomas
JimSummerall
Phyllis Tickle
Eddie Tucker
Dan Twilley
Patrick Van Horn
Lee Watson
JodyWeintraub
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Paul Williams
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Anita Winter
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WEVL-FM is tree-access community radio tor
Memphis. We are sponsored by our listeners.
We run no commercials, are not affiliated with
any agency of the government, any institution,
any ideology.
Your subscriptions and donations which
provide the heart of our support are
tax-deductibte.
WEVL newspaper and FM 90.3 are non-profit,
community service projects. Managing staff
funded by CETA and Work Experience Program
through the Memphis & Shelby County Man
power Consortium. Content and production
depend on volunteer energies.
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by Gordon Alexander
s a band member tunes hisguitar, the Reverend Green
^ mops his brow with a white handkerchief and announs to the congregation that he wants to "sing a little
country song." Attired in a 3-piece black suit, white shirt,
blue tie and sunshades, he puts the strap over his shoulder,
screws up his face and exclaims, "This don't feel like my
guitar." Sensing an appropriate analogy, the furrowed brow
gives way to a broad grin as he turns to the crowd and says
"And you can serveanother God if you want to, but it won't
feel like theChrist Jesus." A chorusof Amens and ripples of
laughter follow the remark, with Brother Green leading the
band and choir in a joyous, handclapping rendition of "Jesus
is on the Mainline, Tell Him What You Want," one of many
numbers he will perform during the2-hour, 30 minute service.
There would be nothing singularly significant about this
gathering of Sunday morning worshipers were it not for the
fact that the preacher in the pulpit happens to be 31 year-old
Memphis singer A1Green, who has sold more than 30 million
records, 24 of which have been certified either gold or
platinum, denoting sales of $1 million and one million units,
respectively.

critical support of heavyweights John Rockwell of the New
York Times and Robert Christgau of the Village Voice, but
defers most inquiries to talk of his role as pastor of the Full
Gospel Tabernacle, "My songshave alwaysbeen about love,
says Green. "Let's Stay Together," "Im Still in Love With
You," all those songs. This is just a special kind of love.
"People want to know if I'm for real," he explains, pausingto
accomodate an attending photographer. "Well, it doesn't
matter whether I'm for real. If you put your faithin me, you
put your faith in Him.
Suggesting that we takea tour of the studio,he escortsus
down the steps and around the corner to view what he calls
"A1 Green's Playhouse," a small, insulated booth where Green
puts his million dollar vocal chords to work. The six-foot
square box is trimmed with various momentos,cotton bolls,
cornstalks, photos, an old battered straw hat, all given to the
singer by the late artist DeWitt Jordan. "Numero uno,"
claims Green. Amidst an array of musical instruments stand
two quietindividuals whoFred Jordan introduces asBernard
and Carolyn Stanton. Bernard, former lead vocalist with the
Philly-based Vibrations, explains that he and his wife have

AL GREEN: SOUL SURVIVOR
The Forrest City, Arkansas native began his
singing career at age 9 with the family gospel
group, the Green Brothers, later joining a pop en
semble, the Creations. After a fateful meeting with
Hi Records' resident producer Willie Mitchell,
Green cut a stringof hits in his mid-twenties for Hi
and London Records, including "Tired of Being
Alone," "Let's Stay Together" and "I'm Still in
Love With You," being cited by Cashbox
Magazine in1972 for sales totaling7 million copies
in two short years, a feat duplicated only by the
Beatles andanother hometown boy,Elvis Presley.
In December of 1976, Green incorporated
evangelism into his phenominally successful
musical career with the formation of the Full
Gospel Tabernacle Church, parting company with
Mitchell to write and produce his own religiouslyoriented material under the auspices of A1 Green
Enterprises. Thechange in format was notone readily accepted by either the
music industryor many of Green's associates. Hisnew recor a e , ream, an
L.A. based company which replaced London as Hi s distributor, was
especially nervous, fearful that the legions of A1 Green faithful would be less
than eager to support both Reverend Green, Evangelist, an
reen e
Pop singer. Fred Jordan, who worked with Greenon The Belle Album thenfirst independently-produced LP at American Music ecor
savine
reflects on the transition. "Alotof peoplewouldn ttakei mse
y,
it was all a tax shelter. Even I wondered when he first <hd this, what s goi g
on?"saysJordan."He'slostsomefriendswhodidn tun ers an
,
,
doing. I've lost some friends. But he has a responsibility to alot of people and
hisfansandcan'tlet them down. I'vegot alot ofrespect for toe guy.
Fresh from greeting well-wishers and new faces:spottedat •today swor
ship services, the Reverend Greenenters the control room of the studio.His
countenance isaglow with thegleeful exuberance that so e ec lve y
,
the strain of the morning's performance. After a quick glance at he week «
upcoming schedule, he admonishes his appointmentssecretary with an air of
mock bewilderment, "Carolyn, you're runnin' my britches loose.^ flashing a
giant grin and seating himself in a swivelchair in front0 e .
'
He is most pleased with the new album, which has recently picked up the

recently signedon with AmericanMusic aswriters
for the Reverend Green, whomhe describessimply
as "a fine man." The Stantons, Jordan and the
Reverend cluster around an electric piano and sing
a tune written by the new duo until we move to
Green's office,a panorama of chromeand white ac
cessories accented by white vases filled with
plastic red and pink flowers. Among the religious
placards, figurines of Christ, and obligatory
photos andgold recordalbums isa $20bill. "A fake
twenty," confides the Reverend; "Somebody
passed it to me at a gig. I decided to save it for a
good luck piece.'' Thereis swingingand swayingas
"I Feel Good," from the Belle album comes over
the soundsystem, punctuated bylaughter and idle
conjecture about the propriety of working on Sun
day. Remindful that Sunday is indeeda day of rest,
JJ the comment serves as an affable parting point for
the smallgathering, whichis showingsigns of runningout of steam.
A1 Green'sre-emergence inthe roleof evangelist isreminiscent of another
case history in the journals of rock, that of "Little Richard" Penniman, the
once-flamboyant author of such classic mainstays as "LongTall Sally", Lu
cille", "TuttiFrutti", and"Good Golly MissMolly." Country boys, both Pen
niman and Green have returned to their musical cornerstoneswith roots deep
in the church. But here the similaritiesend. "The most beautiful man inshow
business", as he is so fondly remembered, was in Memphis for a brief visit
several months back, but gone were the outlandish furs and jewels. He had
traded in his rock 'n roll shoesand public adorationfor the word of God and a
conservatively-tailored suit and tie.He could stillrant and raveall right, but
he couldn'trock.
With a follow-up to the critically-acclaimed "Belle" album in the final
stages and hislatest coup, theGrand Prix Award at the Tokyo International
Music Festival, Green has made the transition in style, refusing to sustain
his popular image as A1 Green the Pop singer solely on the laurels earned by
himself, Willie Mitchell andthe HiRhythm Section.
By all indications,and if the good Lord's willing, the Reverend Greenwill
continue toproduce thekinds of music that make usall feelgood.
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Join Bombay's Sunday
brunch bunch. . . then come
back for backgammon

The new remodeled, expan
ded Bombay now opens for Sunday
brunch at 11:30 a.m., with enter
tainment beginning at 2 p.m. Black
board special menu offers your
choice of omlettes, blintzes,salads,
fruit and cold meal platters, or a
simple continental breakfast of cof
fee and croissants.
And everySunday night at 6:30
p.m. we have a backgammon tour
nament: .15 tables, regular tour
nament rules, $5 entry fee, cash
prizes for the top two winners, limit
32 players.
Join us! Sunday is funday at
Bombay!

Bombay Biegcle Club
2120 Madison Avenue
A Cookery andSaloon in Overton Square
Monday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m. to2:00 am
Sunday: 11:30 a.m. to2:00 a.m.

Rolling Stones
"Some Girls"
If the current Stones tour is truly the
last, shell out six or seven bucks for
the album. Two hours is very short
lived compared to a truly satisfying
Rolling Stones Lp. There hasn't been
one since "Let It Bleed", so face it,
live musicis timeless, butrecords are
unbreakable.
Rather than progressing, the
Stones tdke deep pleasure in regres-

. RICHARDSIDMAN-EYEPHOTOGRAPHY

Jagger/Richards composition, and
boy dothey giveit hell.
Also recommendedare "When the
Whip Comes Down", "Respect
able", and the title cut, "Some Girls",
which is chauvinistic, decadent, and
possibly the best track the grouphas
ever laid down, period. Just when
you think theseguys havegone down
for the count theyemerge with a onetwo combination straight to the heart.
It would be advisable to catch them
on their latest tour of the States, as
the prevalent rumor of "onelast tour"

Ujust when you think these guys have gone
down for the count, they emerge with a onetwo combination straight to the heart."

COITION

eDIT/IRS
FROM $260

sing, the truespirit of their art. "Some seems to have more substance this
Girls" is the rite of spring, the may time around. However, as mentioned
pole, the summer Lp for anyone with earlier, if the scalpers' price is too
a passion for rock androll. Thealbum high, six bucks for the Lp will go a
rocks from the start and never lets long, longway.
up, save for the country tongue-incheek, "Far Away Eyes", which opens
side two. The only thing that gives
this tune credibility is its sloppiness. Charlie Feathers
Actually, sloppy is the Stones at their
best. Mick Jagger, never noted for 'Tour Rockabilly Legends Live"
his prowess on the electric guitar, This record, available as an import
bashes away infour cuts, allof which only, is a showcase for 4 prime
are superior stuff. Until you get to movers in the Rockabilly movement,
the chorus of "Imagination", the old Charlie Feathers, Warren Smith,
Temptations number sounds like a Jack Scott, and, tor some bizarre

reason, Buddy Knox. It's ironic yet
appropriate that the album was
released in England, since these
American artists are living legends
across the seas. Until recently, you
couldn't fill a phone booth with fans
of Charlie Feathers in his own
hometown. On the other side of the
Atlantic, however, Charlie Feathers
not only has a fan club, but can pack
any largehall onany given night.
On this particularalbum, Charlie
performs his classics, "Tongue-Tied
Jill", "One Hand Loose", "Peepin'
Eyes" and"I Forgot toRemember to
Forget". Throughout the concert
Charlie uses his patented stutter, a
trademark on all true rockabilly
records. His back-up band is tight,
led by his son, Bubba,on lead guitar.
The crowd is very responsive and
Charlie is as relaxed as he has ever
sounded.
Available at record stores that
stock imports, "Four Rockabilly
Legends — Live" is worth the legwork.
Charlie Feathers, aswell as other
50 s Rockabilly artists, deserve the
belated recognition they have earned
in majorAmerican media centersand
in Europe. If the reception Feathers
received recently at Trader Dick's is
any barometer of the local music cli
mate, then perhaps the time is right
for Memphians to welcomeback their
hometown heroes and rock 'n roll once
again.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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jazz journal

by Tra vis Jenkins
The phone rings. It's long distance
and it'sold acquaintanceson the line,
asking if I will bring myself and my
saxophone to New York toplay at the
opening of their art gallery, The
Poetic License. New York City,
Manhattan, the Big Apple, jazz
capitol of the world, bumper to
bumper, wall to wall, out of control.
"We '11wire you the ticket,''they say.
Boom! I wasthere.
Three hours in the air, forty-five
minutes in the cab, and I'm standing
on West 15th, shaking hands with
Andy, digging the street action as
painters andcarpenters rushto finish
last-minute details before the
opening Friday evening. We walk
into the store-front gallery, finding
Andy's wife, Joyce, and their 6 yearold son, Jason. More people drop by.
Hugs, handslaps, and great jazz
tapes playing in the background. Up
and down 8th Avenue float the
rhythms of jazz, Latin jazz. Jazz
from open-air shops, jazz from
apartment buildings, jazz from
transistor radios.
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The word is out about the^ all a part of Ray Bloch.
Later in theday and I'mall set to
opening and hopefully some'
musicians will be on the receiving play. A littlewine, a little cheese,and
end. Both Joyce and I are on the a little conversation with John Shea,
phone, Joyceordering gallonsof wine a close friend and excellent bass
and wheels of cheese while I persuade player. This is to be a night of music.
a few old friendsto come by and jam. Through the door pass Sam Burtis,
One has even agreed to bring an all- trombonist with the George Russell
star N.Y. bluegrass string band to Band, and Clarence Sharpe, better
entertain in the courtyard. Restless, known as "C Sharp", a living legend
I take a short walk to the Village on the alto, the essence of N.Y. jazz,
Vanguard, treating myself to the Charlie Parker incarnate. More hugs.
down-to-earth arrangements and fine More handslaps. Taking me way
solo rides of the George Russell Beg back to the 60's,"C" hasgotten me a
Band, noting the presence of Ricky job with Mingus when we were both
Ford and Lou Soloff among the living near Tompkins Square Park.
As the main body of the crowd
group.
Friday finds Joyce anxious, arrives, the musicians begin playing.
wondering out loud if everything will C plays his ass off. Frank Vicari,
be in place by the.evening. Andy tenor player for Tom Waits, sits in
pitches in with the rest of the crew, and delivers a stunning round of
pulling up the taped paper from the choruses on "Softly As In a Morning
freshly-sanded hardwood floor. Ray Sunrise". The gallery is packed. Sam
Bloch
takes
special
care can't even move the slide on his
straightening his glass-framed trombone. The opening is a success,
photographs of
mannequins, the exhibit isa smash. The courtyard
bridges, buildings, bums and jazz jumps to the sound of jazz and
musicians. It is all NewYork and itis bluegrass.

off fhc record
Alex Chilton, former lead
vocalist for the Box Tops and Big
Star, with English release by Stiff
Records of million-sellers like "Cry
Like a Baby" and "The Letter" as
well as rumored reissue of both
"Radio City,""No. 1 Record"and an
as-yet-unreleased Big Star album by

British record conglomerate EMI.
Alex, with 12 tunes in the can forSid
Selvidge's Peabody Records and a
performing group consisting of him
self, Chris Thomson and Richard
Roseborough.
Billed
as
The
Yarddogs, Chilton and Company's
current
material
includes
innumerable rockabilly tunes, not
surprising considering his recent
association with Memphis producer
Jim Dickinson and Sam Phillips
studios, where the lion's share of his
new tapes were recorded. Chris Bell
laboring at Ardent with Richard
Roseborough, Ken Woodley, Alex
Chilton and Ray Barrickman sitting
in.
Knox Phillips cutting an arrayof

artists at Phillips, including Billy
Lee Riley of 50's hits"Flying Saucer
Rock 'n Roll" and "Red Hot", in
what Knox describes as the kind of
music that "has that old-time feel of
rockabilly, that solid Memphis
Sound, but a 1978 statement of the
art." Sun session man J.M. Van
Eaton sitting in on drums. Booking
time at Phillips recently, Cybil
Shepard, cutting a "jazz-oriented"
album produced by Memphian Fred
Ford with assistance from pianist
Phineas Newborn, jr., Jamil Nasser
and a horn section comprised of
Memphis' session musicians. Jimmy
Hart of the Gentry's in at Phillips
with Travis Wommack, Bobby Wood
andLeeSklar.
Sam the Sham ready with single,
"Taint No Lie", written by Wayne
Carson
for
Fretone
Records.
Fretone also pushing "Treat Me
Right" by Stephen. Over at Shoe
Productions, Randy and the Radian
ts with a "gentleman's agreement"
with ABC Records, their first single
tentatively scheduled, "I Need a
Vacation." Rick Christian in at Shoe
for Mercury; single titled "I Don't
Need You." Richard Orange at work
on demos, Pat Taylor on vocals and
Bobby Manuel, producer of Rick
Dees "Disco Duck" behind the
board. Local Power Pop celebrities
The Scruffs in and out of Ardent for
Powerplay Records in addition to
Eddie Floyd for Mercury and Robert
Johnson, recording material for
British-basedEnsign.

I wake in the morning alone.
There is cheese and crackers to be
eaten and tapes of the previous
evening to listen to as Andy arrives.
We clean up the debris. Ray shows,
camera in hand,and snaps a couple of
neighborhood kids playing bari sax
and clarinet on the sidewalk in front
of the gallery.
It took all day to get to La
Guardia for reasons too lengthy to
explain, and even so I boarded the
wrong plane. Blasted after a week of
good friends, good music and good
vibes, I arrive back in Memphis at
10:40, with twenty minutes to get
from the airport to north Memphis
and eventually to Justine's for an
11:00 gig. The New York
Metropolitan Opera is throwing a
party. Afitting end.
A footnote: Memphis artists
interested in displaying their work at
the gallery; painters, sculptors,
photographers, contact Andy &
Joyce Mena, c/o Poetic License
Gallery, 227 W. 15th, New York,
N.Y.

by Gordon
Alexander

SYKES

Keith
Sykes
monitoring
progress of Jimmy Buffet's "Sonof a
Son of a Sailor" now platinum, with
strong leaningsby Buffet and ABC to
pull "The Last Line" by Sykesas the
next
single,
following
"Cheeseburgers in Paradise." Rod
ney Crowell, formerly of Emmylou
Harris's Hot Band, due out soon with
new album for Warner Bros., in
cluding another Sykes' composition,
"Oh What a Feeling.,rSykesT "Take
Me, Take Me" also covered by Rosanne Cash, Johnny's daughter, for
her first LP on Ariola.
Rockers Southern
Creed
awaiting summer release of their
debut effort for Elektra/Asylum.
Former radio and television per
sonality George Klein assuming
management duties withprogressive
country artists the Silver City Band.
The Reverend A1 Green winning the
Grand Prix Award, tops at the
Tokyo International Music Festival
with follow-up tapes to "The Belle
Album" in their final stages at A1
Green Enterprises on Winchester

Rd. here in Memphis. Carl Perkins'
new LP, "OF Blue Suede's Back" out
on CBS's Jet label, with a little help
from Elvis'sproducer Felton Jarvis.
Danny Green out with July
release of 1st LP for ABC entitled
"Night Dog," produced by Don Nix
at Malaco in Jackson, Miss., and Ar
dent, backed by the Malaco rhythm
section and vocal assistance from the
Duncan Sisters,Joe Mulherin andEd
Foresman.

RILEY

Mid-June Billboard Magazine
charts Charlie Rich's "Puttin' in a
Little Overtimeat Home" in number
8 on the hot Country Singles. Charly
McLain coming in at 19 with "Let Me
Be Your Baby" and T.G. Shepard s
"When Can We.Do This Again"
listed at 30. Country albums charted
include The Amazing Rhythm Aces'
"Burning the Ballroom Down" at 28
and Rich's "I Still Believe in Love",
36. Sitting in at 22 on Soul Singles
Mercury artists, the Bar Kays with
"Attitudes."

CONTINUEDFROM PAGE 14
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Bruce Springsteen
"Darkness on the Edge of Town"

Join the fun with
the greatest stars
of rock-n-roli in
t^e big Rock-NRoll Reunion,
a "Standing Roor
Only" exclusive
on HBO.

Ml'-#
SEE FIRST-RUN
MOVIES EVERY NIGHT
ONH.B.O.

MEMPHIS

After two years of legal and
managerial hassles, Bruce Spring
steen re-emerges with an album that
might be called the bitter sister of
"Born to Run". The music has the
drive and power, but still, the opti
mism is missing. It isone thing to die
in the streets in an everlasting kiss
and quiteanother to meetin thedark
ness at the edgeof town. Theimagery
is still there; the giant Exxon signs,
the leather jackets and the Jersey
shore. I happento likeit, even though
I have never been to the shore. I've
heard about it. Yousee, if you live on
the east coast, it's shore, not "beach".
As a matter of fact, beach gets you a
stiletto in the ribcage while shore
gets you Gina Marchetti in the back
seat of a '57 Chevy.

CALL
MEMPHIS CATV, INC.
274-7634

MADISON and COOPER - MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

DON'T MISS THESE GREAT ACTS SOON TO APPEAR: KIWI, POIN
TLESS BROS., JOHN HARTFORD, MARSHALL CHAPMAN, EDWIN
HUBBARD...

While the tone on this collection
is rather gloomy, the music is pure
celebration. Springsteen plays guitar
with fervor never before heard on his
three previous albums. Clarence
Clemmons' saxbreaks arefew and far
between, but are nevertheless elec
trifying, especially on the "Candy's
Room" cut, the album's pinnacle.
Springsteen's central character on
this Lp is the car, racing down the
streets, the fire roads and the interstates. He delights in blowing
Camaros off the stripin the same '57
Chevy and the immediacy of love for
the victor. This lightning romance is
a theme that occurs in all of
Springsteen's work. There is no per
manence....
"She knowsthatVdgive,
all that Igot togive;
all that I want,
all that I live,
to makeCandy minetonight
Though depressing, "Darkness
on the Edge of Town" is quite
thought-provoking and well worth
the investment. Excellent rock and
roll.
•"Candy's Room", Bruce Spring
steen. All Rights Reserved.

musical
kifirmaiy
by Tony Yarbrough

The old adage "an ounce of preven
tion is worth a pound of cure" is es
pecially true when it comes to the care
and maintenance of the guitaror any
other wooden instrument. More than
any single factor, temperature and
humidity are the guitar's greatest
enemy. Dry climates can crack the
instrument, sudden temperature
changes can cause splitting or crack
ing in the wood andin the finish. Wood
and lacquer heat and cool downat dif
ferent rates, also causing cracks in
the finish. As guitars are made with
glues that will breakdown under heat
and moisture, fluctuations in heat
and dampness can cause serious prob
lems, especially with string tension.
An ideal room temperature at 40%
humidity will help preserve your in
strument. Products are available com
mercially forcontrolling humidity,so
check with your local music store for
advice.
Always return the guitar to its
case after it has been played. This
habit will assure that it won't be ad
versely affected by sun or moisture,
or damaged by spilledliquids orsheer
carelessness. It's also a good idea to
wipe the guitar down before return
ing it to its case in order to preserve
both the strings and the finish. Don't
ever leave your instrument inthe car.
Other than the obvious chance of
theft, the build-up of heat during the
day and cold temperatures at night
can cause serious damage. As men
tioned earlier, the temperature and
humidity in a given room may vary
hourly, so be aware of this fact and
don't letit getthe best of your instru
ment.
Many polishes are available for
the guitar, but they need not be
polished more than three to four
times per year, unless they've been
played under unfavorable circum
stances. I personally recommend
Martin Guitar Polish or Guardsman
Furniture Polish. Never use Pledge or
other household polishes, or any
product containing silicone. Finger
boards should be wiped two or three
times ayear with 0000 steel wool and
raw linseedoil, pure lemon oil or3 in 1
oil, which will clean the fingerboard
and preventdrying andsplitting.
If the instrument is to be stored
for any length of time, loosen the
strings so thetension isrelieved, then
see that it is not placed near a win
dow, hot pipe, radiator or the like.
Naturally, keep your guitar in the best
case youcan afford.
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by Howell Pearre
There is a theatrical formloose in
the land that threatens to overtake the
single performer play in popularity
and economy, at least, as far as a
small cast, one set production can be
economical.
It is the evening of songs by one
composer or team, with usually three
to seven singersand a small group of
musicians. These evenings are gen
erally stuck together with some kind
of dialogue that provides the audience with commentary-like information
about how, when, and sometimes
why certainsongs werewritten.
These are events of major adula
tions, with theperformers displaying
intense smilesand arather franticde
livery that sells each number as if it
were an audition for posterity. In a
few cases, they succeed and the heri
tage of themusical theatre isthereby
enriched. "Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris", "Oh,
Coward!", "The Decline and Fall of
the Entire World As Seen Through
the Eyes of Cole Porter", "Side By
Side By Sondheim", "Starting Here,
Starting Now", and "Ain't Misbehavin'" area few of thebetter known
of these capers
their success is
sure toinspire additionalattempts.
Since the majority of these pro-,
ductions are veritable vocal cata
logues of more or less well-known
songs, it is of particular Interest to
have one that consists of new works
and that is the case with "Southern
Comfort," playing through July 22.
at the PlayhouseOn the Square.This
is a two-act evening of two dozen or
more songs by Ronnie B. Baker, a
Memphian who has come home by
way of Julliard, San Diego, and other
places of success with a show of his
own.
The setting is theback porch and
part of the yard of a Southern house,
where Baker is joined by three
women singers and a band of four
who deliver a group of songs that
alternate between blues, country,
and rock. The flimsy framework of
this fiction is dinner, with the first
act before and the second after that
meal, which is described in some
rather primitive terms during the
"after" portion. A few snips of dia
logue hereand there indicate a degree
of character relationships, and the
brief sighting of a doe is just about
the only happening that takes place
outside thesongspiel.
The dialogue between musical
numbers has a highly suspect air of
improvisation, which is the most dif
ficult kind of theatrical conceit to
bring off with anymeasure of victory.
It would be much more palatable to
have a prepared text that is learned
and delivered, one that would pre
serve the essence of casual conversa
tion without soundinglike semi-instant
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theatre
theatre. The contrast between loose
pacing and choreographed numbers
is made more obvious when props
and gestures have a finished air in
their use.
The songs, then, would be the
chief ingredient, and in "Southern
Comfort" they are of the kind that
would bemost familiar to commercial
radio listeners. A possible exception
is "Escargot Blues", performed by
Baker and with its lyric dealing in a
bard-like way with the vagaries of
passion gone weary and the resigna
tion found in the line: "Salvation can
have me if the Ripple doesn't get me
first."
Baker alsoturns hishigh-voltage
delivery on "Birmingham Highway"
and "Sweet Rita Lay Down", two
rock numbers that remind one of
Jerry Lee Lewis' hectic performing.
He is joined by Suzanne Talley in "A
Slice of Life"and Miss Talley takesa
solo on "Where the Lyric Stops",
with both these songs in the country
vein. Ruby Ware does a blues belter
on''Take Care of Me'' and extollsthe
pleasures to be found in "Magic of a
Southern Night".
The lyrics are not always in
telligible and the music is rather loud
for such arelatively small space. The
direction is by Ron Lagomarsino and
the program credits Ellis Rabb with
having devised the concept of the
production. There is such a wavy,
thin line between concept, creation
and direction that it would behoove
someone tobe morespecific.
Greg Peeples' setting is a master
piece of design, unity and utility. It
has a naturalism that belongs to the
theatre, yet strikes a reminiscent
chord of memory of how suchplaces
may be found on a lot of Memphis
streets.
Stephen Forsyth's lighting catch
es the atmosphere of an outdoor set
ting. The musical direction is by
Howard Harris.
* •* •

The Circuit Playhouse Workshop
Theatre and Beale Street Repertory
Company are presenting an estimable
production of Athole Fugard's "The
Blood Knot" through July 9 at the
Workshop, 162 NorthTucker.
The two-character play is set in a
grimy hovel on the outskirts of Port
Elizabeth andthe actionis focusedon
the relationship between two brothers,
one of whom has black skin and the
other lightskin.
The South African atmosphere
of sharp racial lines is ever-present
and is made more tense when the two
brothers subscribe to a pen pal re
lationship and receive their answer
from a white woman. This leads, in
turn, to a horrifyingly cruel scene of
dominance and revolt, with the roles
of master and subject conveyed in a
taut andbrutal gameof subjugation.

There are echoesof "Of Mice and
Men" in the first act, with the lightskinned brother urging his black
brother to save for asmall farm while
he stays at home and prepares meals
and readies a foot bath for him after
he returns from a day of wretched
labor and whose desire for a woman
prompts the pen pal segment, it
being the idea of one brother to
assuage the lust of the other one by
means of conversation and corre
spondence.
As the light-skinned brother,
Marc Martinez has a fine senseof in
ner control. His character knows the
volatile aspect of the black brother
and his tightrope accuracy is con
veyed through abrupt movements
and the hunched-over way he sits at
table, looking as if he were thinking
about the next event, not willing to
ease himself from one action to
another. He also shows this tension
by hisrapid surge of movement when
the alarm clock sounds, announcing
it is time to set the table, boil the
water,- etc. He plays a nervous man
who also has a sense of duty and
generosity which he tries to make
vocal without being solumn or sub
servient.
In the role of the other brother,
Emerson Green, Jr., achieves a good
balance in his alternating moments
of weariness, anger, and a reckless,
almost desperate, kind of jubilation.
There are a couple of times when the
Bible is read to him andduring oneof
these, the particular passage is con
cerning the begattingof generations.
While this is being read, Green has a
quizzical look that seems to be say
ing: "Should I show the proper re
spect, even though I may not know
what this is all about?" His accent
sometimes intrudeson intelligibility,
particularly when he is in a state of
high elation.
Tom Martin's direction is es
pecially well donewhen oneconsiders
that the play is too long and rather
verbose. He has moved his actors in
striking patterns, and the entire pro
duction is one of the most contained
in recentmonths of stage activity.
****
Sixties chic as preserved in two
questionable relics is on view at the
Circuit Playhouse and Theatre Mem
phis.
"Scuba Duba", Bruce Jay Fried
man's junk about the loss of lots of
things in the Southof France, has an
innovative production by Matt Cutugno and an energetic performance
by him in the leading role, that of
Harold Wonder, the boring monologist who seems forever to be on the
brink of somethingimportant.
That's more or less what Fried
man alledgedly promises in his twoact listing of how to be cute while in
sulting everyone and everything in

sight. Cutugno has sought to allevi
ate some of the bathetic boredom by
installing cast members on risers at
the backof the set, which, by theway,
is opento the rear wall. This provides
some novelty that isnice to see and it
also givesa depth to the set, designed
by Bob Wilson, which has a pleasant
airy look.
The play is so racially and sexu
ally insulting thatone needs to remark
that it is that way and move on to
the performancesof Beti Trauth, asa
voluptuous concierge and also as
Harold's dizzy mother, this latter a
brief but funny scene; Debbie Arrowwood as a leggy and available confi
dante from the next villa; Beverly
Sheriff as a cockney-sounding wench
with the improbable name, Cheyenne;
Stan Wyner as a stereotyped Ameri
can tourist; and Holiday Aldredge in
the role of Harold's wife who has (or
has she?)run awaywith the title char
acter.
At Theatre Memphis, "Any Wed
nesday" is windingup the current sea
son with full houses, witha quartet of
very talented and appealing actors
working very hard on a script that
has the blueprintmarks of a well-made
and totally empty pieceof commercial
trivia. In the 1960's, when it was first
exposed, it really wasn't all that funny
and seeing it now provides a kind of
jerky reminder that nostalgia ain't
all that hot attimes.
"Any Wednesday" deals with a
tycoon, his mistress who is living in
the company's tax-deductible apart
ment, the wife of the tycoon, and an
ebullient youngman fromout of town
who sees the chance to get the tycoon
and save his business from being ab
sorbed by the executive's rapacious
company.
In these roles, Fred Cook, Julia
Ewing, Anastasia Herin and Grant
Chambers perform in a varietyof act
ing styles, with Cook and Ms. Herin
doing valiant work as underplayers;
Ms. Ewing literally working herself
into a frenzy; and Chambers taking
the casual approach. While no one is
ever wrong, no one ever seems to
gether, either. Additionally, it seems
to work, since the laughs come at the
right places and the pacing catches
the underlying frenz" of a lot of the
sexuality that inevitably goes on in
this kind of apartment antic, so pe
culiarly American and so wonderfully
funny when done by the right play
wright.
Sherwood Lohrey's direction is
appropriately hectic, and the setting
by Jay Ehrlicher is so spacious that
one is led to wonder how much of a
New York building thiskind of apart
ment couldpossibly occupy.
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Just a few of the over 200
locations where you can
pick up you free copy of
WEVL.
Marilyn Califf's
Contemporary Quilts
3466 Summer Aveenue
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LIVE...TONIGHTI
MID-TOWN SALOON
1335 MADISON AVE.

It's all chickenbut thegravy.

Alternative theatre is coming
back to Memphis thissummer.
Bill Baker, who made it such an
eventful part of the city's theatrical
life in his years at the Workshop, is
the leading force in a new company,
The MemphisTheatre Workshop.
Baker will present the company
in a varied series of structured plays
as well as improvisational activities
for thestage.
• Beginning August 1-3 and for
the remaining Monday-Wednesday
nights, the group will stage "The
Beard," Michael McClure's one-act
play that has to do with Billy the Kid
and Jean Harlow in Hell, a
provacative evening to be sure. The
cast has Peter White and Mary
McKee, under the direction of
Charlotte Schultz. Performances will

MOLLIE'S LA CASITA

MURPHY'S OYSTER BAR

P & H Cafe
1528 Madison .
Mollie's LaCasita
1910 Lamar
Prince Mongo'sPizza
822 S.Highland
Murphy's OysterBar
1589 Madison
Midtown Saloon
1335 Madison
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mexican meals

1589 Madison Ave.

Art CenterSupply Store
1636 UnionAvenue
Whole FoodsGeneral Store
1785 UnionAvenue
4730-PopIar

A GOOD PLACE TO GAB
AND EAT GUMBOTOO.

5:30 -10:00/1910 LAMAR

ALFALFA'S
GOOD EARTH SHOP

Memphis PhotoSupply
123 Court Street

Your kind of store;
complete stock quality
natural foodsat
affordable prices.
Supplements,
dairyproducts,
deli items,
carry-out kitchen,
and juice bar.

Pickin Post
741 WhiteStation
Bombay Bicycle Club
2120 Madison
4730 Poplar • 1783Union

Blues Alley
60S. Front
The PinesIn Germantown
7691 Poplar
Solomon Alfred's
Madison atCooper
Gallery Greenhouses
2206 UnionAvenue
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be at the Circuit Playhouse.
With the tentative title, "Play Is
A Verb,'' the company will then move
to the Studio Theatre at Memphis
State University, with Baker and
other members performing a work
With music called "Day One," which
he calls a psychodrama, and some
"theatre games," all in an im
provisational atmosphere.
From August 31-September 2,
Tom Dybek will be seen in his adap
tation of "Diary of a Madman, " from
the shortnovel by NikolaiGogol.
Memphis needs this kind of
alternative theatre and those of us
who remember Baker's thrilling
productions of "Dracula" and
"Chamber Music at the Workshop
Theatre can be sure that The Mem
phis Theatre Workshop will be a
special kind of activity.
With a name that bespeaks
beautiful optimism, The Downtown
Dream Machine has been formed to
provide Memphis theatre-goers with
a place to go outside their usual
auditorium travels.
Beginning at 8:30 p.m. Con
federate Park will become the
comedic playground of Obernon and
Titania with assorted lovers, fairies
and domestic jesters in Lester
Malizia's staging of "A Midsummer
Night's Dream" by William
Shakespeare.
Lester Malizia's recent Memphis
credits are "Twelfth Night" and
''Marat/Sade,'' both at Playhouse Or
The Square. Technical director is
Jimmy Seacat, Director of Germantown Theatre. Joseph Gandy,
resident designer at Ballet South, is
designing theproduction. Gary Delp,
Technical Director at Children s
Theatre, is designing lights and
sound. Douglas J. Koertge of Mem
phis State University is in charge of
costume design. Becky Bowden is
choreographer. The lighting equip
ment is being provided by Beale
Street Repertory Company.
The groups which have lent
assistance to the DDM include:
Playhouse On The Square, Ballet
South, Germantown Theatre, Beale
Street Repertory Company, Theatre
Memphis, Children's Theatre, South
Concert Ballet and Memphis State
University Theatre.
This kind of theatrical together
ness isa special brand of cooperation
that will produce, the DDM hopes,
an annual activity of this sort, with,
perhaps, a Shakespeare production
alternating with that of an operetta.
The datesare July13-23.

THE P&H CAFE

l0n^pdca<y r

Clarke's Quick Print
1326 Poplar

2021 Madison Ave.

El Geno's Fine Food
2021 Madison

Open 24hours aday exceptSunday
Every third sandwichfree
with this coupon

O

&

Qu/f-ts
[
3466
©J
Summer

Toes.-Sat. /0-5" <%|
C/0seel Sun.-Mon.

.

Open til3:00a.m.
BEER AND SANDWICHES
Hot Plate Lunches
1528 Madison - Phone: 278-9380
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memphis tfw month
NIGHTLIFE
Bill's Twilight Lounge -723 North Parkway (528-9265)
Through July; Bansyl Jazz Band, Thursday thru Sun
day, starting 10:00 Nightly. Mondays - Tennessee
State University Disco Ball. Tuesdays - poetry
workshop, open mike.Wednesday, ladies night disco.
Birth of the Blues -1782 Madison (725-9818) Through
July - Big Sam, piano and vocals, Tuesday and Wed
nesday. Mose Vinson, piano and Joe Willie Wilkins,
guitar and vocals, Thursday. New King Biscuit Band,
blues and swing, Friday and Saturday. Alethia Jazz
Band, hot jazz, Sunday.
Blues Alley - 61 S. Front (523-7144) Through July;
Herman Green, jazz, starting at 6:00 every Sunday,
$5.00 minimum. BluesAlley All-Stars, with Ma Rainey,
Monday thru Saturday nights.
Bombay Bicycle Club - 2120 Madison (726-6055)
Through July; Tony Thomas Trio, pop and jazz,
Tuesday through Saturday.
Club Paradise - 645 East Georgia (774-4871) Through
July: Paradise Band and disco. Sunday July 16, Eddie
Kendridge, Pop-Rock. Saturday July 29, The People
andCTO. Johnson.
The Escape Hatch - 1220 Union. Through July; Kim
Younkin, guitarist. Tuesday through Saturday, star
ting at 9:00.
Jefferson Square - 79 Jefferson (523-1897) Through
July; Sid Selvidge,Thursday thru Sunday nights.1
Huey's - 1927 Madison (726-4372) Through July;
George Caldwell, jazz, from 3:00 to 6:00. Starting at
6:00, Huey's All-Stars, bluegrass band with guest ar
tists, every Sunday.
Prospector - 1786 Madison (722-8271) July 1 thru 6,
Brenda Patterson andthe Roadmasters. Sunday July 9,
Southern Jam. July 11-15, Jerry Hayes Band. July
18 thru Aug19, Silver City Band, Tuesdays thruSatur
days.
Solomon Alfred's - 2144 Madison(725-0684) July 2, 3
and 4, Marshall Chapman, hard rock, July 4, The
Radiants. July 5 thru 8, River Bluff Clan, bluegrass.
July 9 thru 12, Pointless Brothers, progressive coun
try. July 13thru 17, EdwinHubbard, prana music. July
18 thru 22, Kiwi, progressivecountry. July 23 thru 29,
Rainey and theRitz, pop; Starting8:30 nightly.
Trader Dick's -2012 Madison (726-0992)July 1, Keith
Sykes. July 3 & 4, Uncle Tbm. July 5 thru 15, Silver
City Band. July 17, UncleTom.July18thru22,Brenda
Patterson. July 26 thru 29, Crossfire; starting 9:00
nightly. Through'July, TomWhite, jazz, from 3:30, The
Settlers, starting at8:00 every Sunday.

THEATRE
Playhouse on the Square, Overton Square, 726-4556.
"Southern Comfort." Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
and Sunday, 8:00 performance. Saturday, -5:30 and
9:30 performances. Circuit Playhouse, 1947 Poplar. "Scuba Duba",
Friday, Saturday andSunday. 8:30 performances.
Orpheum Theatre. "The Wiz." July 28, 29, 30.
Evenings, 8:00. Sunday matinee, 2:30 performance.
Tickets, $10, $12.50, $15. At Goldsmith's Downtown,
Oak Court, Southland Mall, or mail P.O. Box 449,
Memphis 38143.

CONCERTS
Arts in the Park - Overton Shell Park, free. 8:15 pm,
Louis Pierine's Dixieland Jazz and Blues Band and
Steve Rishner's Industrial Strength Dixieland Band,
July 11, Riverbluff Clan, July. 13. Memphis
Federation of Musicians Presents, guest artist, July
18. Midsummer Gospel Festival, July 20. Memphis
Federation of Musicians Presents, guest artist, July
25. Tribute toElvis, July 27.

Kool Jazz Festival - MidSouth Coliseum. Headlining
with The Spinners, Theodore Pendegrass, and George
Duke, 8 pm. Tickets at Coliseum Box Office, Gold
smith's Downtown, Oak Court andSouthland Mall.

GALLERIES
Academy of Arts - Overton Park. "Student Summer
Show.'' Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5 pm. Satur
day, 9 am throughnoon. Sunday, 1pmto5pm.
Brooks Memorial Art Gallery - Overton Park. "Earmark
Collection of Currier and IvesPrints.'' Tuesday through
Saturday, 10 am to 5 pm. Sunday, 1 pm to 5 pm.
"Abraham Rattner Exhibition", Saturday, 10 am to 5
pm. Stinday, 1pmto5pm.
Dixon Gallery - 4339 Park. "American Impression
ists." John Singer Sargent, Childe Hassam, J. Alden
Weir, Theodore Robinson, Ernest Lawson and others.
July through August 27. Tuesday through Saturday,
11 am to 5 pm, Sundays from 1 pmto 5 pm. Admission
$1 adults, 50cchildren, students andsenior citizens.
Peddler's Alley - 5742 Staqe Road. Bartlett Cleta
Stiele, watercolors. University of Tennessee. Student
Center, 800 Madison Avenue. Germantown Art League
Watercolor Show, July 5through 30.
La Filipina - Kirby Woods Mall. Watercolors by Cecilia
Lin. July.
Round Table Gallery -191 N. Belvedere. Paul Pexzner.

FILMS
Main Library - Peabody and McLean. Friday Flics.
Rocketship, with Buster Crabbe versus Ming the Mer
ciless, July 7. Magical Mystery Tour and Braverman'S
Condensed Cream of Beatles, July14. Algiers - Charles
Boyer, Hedy Lamarr and the Casbah, July 21.
Pygmalion - Wendy Hiller and Leslie Howard inthe film
version of George Bernard Shaw's play, July 28. 4 pm
and7:15pm.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Down Town Dream Machine - Confederate Park, free.
Youth Concert Ballet, July 13, noon. Children's
Theatre, "Hear Me, My Chief", July 14, noon. Ger
mantown Community Theatre Puppets, July 15, 3 pm.
Red Balloon Players, July 16, 3 pm. Honeymoon Gar
ner, July 17, noon. TheatreMemphis, Cole Porter, July
18, noon. Barbara Wehlan, harp solo, July 20. noon.
Ballet South, July 21, noon. Theatre Memphis, "The
Robber Bridegroom", Children's Theatre, July 22, 3
pm.
Floating Arts Festival - Docking at Riverside and
Monroe. "American Wind, Symphony" and fireworks
display. Free July 24, 8j_m. "Tour of Million Dollar'
Vessel", "Point-Counterpoint", featuring works of
America's artists and craftsmen. July 24 and 25. Ad
mission $1. "Mark Twain, Home Again", theatre for
all ages. July 24,1:30pm and 3pm. Admission $2
MidSouth Fantasy Association - .'A Science Fiction
Club.' Monthly meeting, 200 S. Cox, residence of Tom
Johnson. Sunday, July 23. Information. 458-1596,
274-0049.
Center for Southern Folklore, 1216 Peabody. Open
house, July 15, 8 pm to 11 pm. July 19, Folklore
Film Festival, 8:30p.m.

registration form.
July 11-14 "Indians" -4yearolds, " Reptiles & Am
phibians" ages 5&6, "Indians" grades 1&2,
"Backyard Ecology" grades 3&4, "Geology of the
Mid-South" grades 5&6; cost, $12.50, "Cave
Biology" grades 7-9, cost $50.00
July 18-21 "BirdsandMammals"4yearolds, "Insec
ts & Their Relatives" 5&6 year olds, "Magnets &
.Magnifiers" grades 1&2, "Reptiles & Amphibians"
grades 3&4, "Memphis History Magevney House"
grades 5&6, cost; $12.50, "Paleontology Field
School" grades 9-12, cost;$110.00
July 25-28 "Exploring Nature" 5&6 year olds, grades
1&2, "Insects & their Relatives" grades 3&4, "Ear
thquakes, Volcanos & Glaciers" grades 5&6, "MicroBiology" grades 7-9, cost; $12.50
August 1-4 "Numbers in Nature'' 4 yearolds, "Nature
Crafts" 58.6 year olds, "Memphis History Magevney
House" grades 18.2, "Creatures of the Night" grades
38.4, "InvertebrateWorld" grades58.6, cost;$12.50

RESOURCES
Gay Switchboard — 726-GAYY. A community infor
mation, referral and crisis line where volunteers offer
their time, energy and knowledge toall callers from the
gay community. Supported solely by contributions
funnelled through the National Organization for
Women, the Switchboard is an open forum for the
discussion of attitudes and problems encountered by
gay men and women, theirfamilies and friends, aswell
as a source forlistings of helpful resources inand about
the city. Donations, inquiries and idle chit-chat accep
ted at 726-GAYY, Monday through Sunday until 1:00

Wife Abuse Crisis Service, Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church, c/o Women's Resource Center, 3rd floor, 499
So. Patterson at Mynders.Sharing and SupportGroups
for Women. Wednesdays, 1:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Child care available. Call 458-1661 Monday through
Thursday. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 24 hours on
Whitehaven Southwest Mental Health Clinic - 3326050. Workshop, "Problems of Being Black and
Female." Topics include, Self Concepts, Loneliness,
Sexuality, Relationships, Stress and Being On Your
Own. Workshop will run for 6 weeks, meeting once a
week starting July, 12, from 6:30 to 8:30 pm.
Enrollment limited. Call DotSmith or HelenDuncan.
National Federation of Community I
Program Service - 1217 West Church Street, Cham
paign, III. 61820. Through a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, this non-profit corporation of
community radio statons offers support for indepen
dent production and distribution of radio shows in
cluding music, drama, and poetry. Contact Bill
Thomas, NFCB, (217)359-9535.

WEVL needs:
Microphones, flourescent lights,
magazines and straight-backed
chairs. Art supplies, unusual recor
ds, audio equipment. Paste-up ar
tists, fans. Drafting tables and sup
plies; Compugraphic operators,
radio personnel, columnists and
reporters; office-type supplies:
Your reactions, your suggestions
— WEVL needssupport.

BLUES ALLEY
60 SOUTH FRONT ST>
IN DOWNTOWN MEMPHIS

CITY OFGOOD ABODE:AS OTHERSSEE US
The Mississippi River receivedthe highest marks. The agents ratedit a 9.6.
The Memphis Queen was a close second with 9.0, while the pork ribs served by
hosts Pauland MartiSavarinat Blues Alleyranked 8.6Blues Alley itself rated8.0.
Memphis' musicranked tops,followed byits history,then, inorder, thepeople
and theirhospitality, Gracelandand BluesAlley (tiedfor fourth).
—BiUE.Burk
Reprinted fromtheMemphis Press Scimitar,Monday, May15,1978

JUICY B.B.Q. RIBS
HOMEMADETAMALES
SHRIMP

NEW HOURS
OPEN DAILY
6P.M.to2A.M.
SUNDAY

CHEESE AND MEAT PLATES
SANDWICHES

6 P.M.to 1A.M.

CLUB AVAILABLE FORPRIVATE PARTIES FROM2-6 P.M.
CALL MARTI OR PAULFOR INFORMATION. PHONE523-7144
COCKTAILS • WINE «BEER • MAJOR CARDS ACCEPTED

Wimbelton Racquet Club- Multiple SChlerosisCelebrity
Tennis Festival. July 29,1:00 pm to 10:00 pm. Free
day care. Entertainment, refreshments. Tickets at thei
door or call 327-5867 forinlormatiom^^^^

CHILDREN
Memphis Pink Palace Museum -Summer activities:
Classes are limited in number and registration is a
must.Call the Museum, 454-5600for information and a

DINNER RESERVATIONS FROM6-7.-30MONDAY THR U THURSDAY
DINNER ANDMUSIC FROM6 TOCLOSING

6ltll

Southern CommunicationsVolunteers
WEVL-FM
P.O. Box2118
Memphis, Tennessee 38101

The City Photographed
Memphis: The Poland Years

David Tucker

M

emphis, despite Southern white
efforts to keep it down in Dixie, had
never been peculiarly Southern. The
river town stood halfway between St.Louis and
New Orleans, perched high on a bluff
overlooking the Mississippi River flood plain.
This Mid-America city, as the local Chamber of
Commerce would call it, had been a border town,
unable to be a completely Southern city even in
the old days of racial discrimination. Memphis,
unlike Atlanta, New Orleans, or Dallas, never
disfranchised itsblack citizens.
All the roads in the Mid-South led to
Memphis and thousands of people, black and
white, swarmed in, pushing the Bluff City
beyond 100,000 in population, third largest city
in the South in 1900. The city thrived on
commerce, supplyingthe marketsin Tennessee,
Arkansas andMississippi.
Memphis never pretended to be a cultured
city. In more than a hundred yearsof existence
she had produced no distinguished college nor
even a statesman whom her citizens cared to
dignify with a bronze statue. The history of the
sinful river town had little to do with
statesmanship, learning, or intellect. The story
was one of the murder, the hardwood, and the
cotton capital of the world; it was also the
tragedy of a deadly plague of tropical yellow
fever. The heroes singled out by the unhealthy
and immoral river town had been rough and
ambitious upstart businessmensuch as Nathan
Bedford Forrest, the slave trader and
Confederate Cavalry leader whose maxim had
been "Git thar fustest with the mostest.'' There
was also Napoleon Hill, the crafty speculator
who shrewdly avoided military service in the
Civil War and then, as a cotton merchant with
"bull luck," became the Bluff City's first
millionaire. And when the first local black was
dignified by a statue, he was W.C. Handy who
took the naughty black musicfrom the red-light
district of Beale Street and sold the Blues for
profit onBroadway.
As the Memphis population increased to
more than 100,000, past civic and spiritual
neglect embarrassed a growing number of
respectable citizens wholonged for their town to
become a decent place, a city of good abode. In
the black community, Robert Church, Jr.
organized his Lincoln Republican League to
extract a fairer share of city services for his
community and to make himself the most
important black Republican since Booker T.
Washington. Another, quieter son of slaves,
C.H. Mason, organized a new denomination —

Madison and Third, Looking West, c. 1925

The Churchof God in Christ — which carried the Town in Tennessee" award which the Crump
storefront church, gospel music, and organization so inflated that Memphians
Pentecostal religion to the North and rapidly believed their city thecleanest in America.
became one of America's major denominations.
ore important than beautification,
Memphis continued the earlier
ithin the white community a
middle-class reform movement
sanitation campaign which had
sought to bring paved streets and eliminated yellow fever at the beginning of the
business efficiency to city government. But century. The number one health enemy of
once elected by the middle-class in 1909, malaria — the curse of chills and fever — had
Edward H. Crump shifted his base of support always plagued theMississippi Delta and made
back to the saloons and the ethnic wards. The Memphis an unattractivelocation for industry.
foreign-born were only five percent of the city As many as a dozen persons per 100,000 still
population, but the black community added died annually from malaria in the early thirties.
another forty percent. Crump's machine would But the city sanitation engineer slowly gained
never be beaten at the polls from 1909 until his control over the malaria mosquitoes, filling the
death in1954.
bayous, lining ditches with concrete, requiring
Like other city bosses, Crumphad one good screens for windows, and spraying oil on the
side. In time his political organization grew breeding waters. As thecampaign against chills
more respectable as he came to regard public and fever began to be won, Memphis obtained a
clean-up as good politics. He weekly toured the large Firestone Tire and Rubber plant in 1937
city streetswith hischauffeur and secretary. He and began toadd industrial balanceto thecity's
noted everyminor publicblemish — faded paint, cotton, lumber,and merchandising.
These yearsof rapid growthwere splendidly
broken streets,or dirtygutters. Hedreamed of a
beautiful city and a citizenry grateful to their documented by Clifford H. Poland, Sr. His
political leader.To enactthis personal vision, he photographs recorded the City's economic base
created the City Beautiful Commission in 1930 — the Cotton Exchange on Front Street, the
and drafted prominent housewivesin eachof the cypress delta and its sawmill towns, as well as
city's fifty-two political wards. An appointed the new skyscraper which provided the
chairwoman policed the district, promoting downtown skyline. They are an indispensible
paint, flowers, shrubs, garden clubs, and E.H. window onthe economichistory of Memphis.
Crump. Annually the city won the "Cleanest
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Editorial

Gary Nichols

T

he unabashed subject of this Special Supplement is the
City of Memphis as perceived through trie medium of
photography. The existence of this Supplement has
come from the energies of the people who made and make the
City itself. The founding and growth of Memphis has been a
community affair, just as this publication is a part of that
total effort.
This project is a discovery. The Memphis Room of the
Memphis/Shelby County Public Library & Information
Center, supported by The Friends of the Library, became
aware of the Poland files, then negotiated several years for
their acquisition. When obtained by the Library, the files
were in horrendous condition. Storagein a dirt-floored garage
had destroyed many negatives. The entire collection had to be
fumigated twice before it could be brought into the safety of
the Archives.
For more years these negatives and prints remained
uninspected. As a result of using Library resources during a
project of my own, I became aware of their existence. They
were again discovered. Curiosity ledme to print a few of these
negatives and eventually The Friends provided funding for a
six-month inspectionof the collection.
At one point duringmy inspection, it became evident that
the visual information contained in the collection was
significant for the people of Memphis; that the photographs
were importantfor the 'photographer'' in many of us; that the
history and art enthusiasts would enjoy the images as

enlightenment. Theexhibit of archival printswas preparedfor
these reasons.
Shortly after the exhibit was hung, Sara Van Horn,editor
of WEVL, saw the photographs. Her discovery has led to
this publication.
It is impossible to make a list of those individuals and
organizations who have contributed time and manual labor to
this project. But the contributors know themselves and to
them is extended the warmest appreciation from all of us. The
Library as institution, its Friends, and the writers for this
Special Supplement have made major contributions. The
thousands of people who have seen the exhibit at the Library
have given credibility to the work. The advertisers and
organizations who support WEVL have been generous.
Finally, the reproduction of this Special Supplement,
courtesy of Lithograph, Inc., has indicated that a quality
community projectcan bedone.
From an editorial point of view, excellence has been the
goal. The spirit of the Special Supplement is Mr. Paul
Coppock, who forhalf a century hascontributed toour mutual
heritage andcontinues toreview thepast fromhis memory.To
him goesa special, "Thank you, Sir! '
This Supplement is free. It is a gift to the people of
Memphis. We, the Staff, the Library, its Friends, ana C.H.
Poland, Sr. (posthumously), contribute our work to a better
understanding of the societyin which we function.

Navy's Trip Around The World 25 Years
Ago'Shot' By Memphian
The Commercial Appeal,February 19,1933

c .. Cliff Pond's Big MemoryIs His Cruise on Famous Show-of-Force Expedition Roosevelt
Sent to Many Nations - He Just Couldn t Take All the PicturesThat Popped Up inFront of His Camera.
Just 25 years ago this morning the
great American White Fleet, 16 men-ofwar under the command of Admiral
"Fighting Bob" Evans, was at sea off
South America on the first leg of a cruise,
ordered by President Roosevelt, which
carried them around the world. With the
fleet, as official photographer, was Chief
Yeoman Cliff Poland, now C.H, Poland,
Memphis picture maker. Itwas an epochal
tour and the exemplification of Teddy's
"Big Stick"theory.
Poland, who five years before when
fired as a railroad clerk because he spent

too much time taking pictures, had joined
the navy to see the world, was on the
Evans flagship, the Connecticut. The fleet
had clearedHampton Roads Dec. 16,1907,
and by this time in January, aquarter of a
century ago, had crossed the equator,
headed south for a westward passage
through the Straits of Magellan, the Pan
ama Canal beingthen incomplete.
Yeoman Poland wentinto thenavy not
as apicture man buthe always hadbeen in
terested in this work. Too young to enlist
in theSpanish-American War, he becamea

camp follower, working for a man who
made button pictures of soldiers. Back in
his home townof Lima, he went to work for
a railroad, now owned by Henry Ford, as a
clerk. Here picture taking interfered with
business, so his boss thought. Off the
payroll he went. He then began
photography in earnest. No photographic
provisions were in the navy regulations
when he enlisted at Indianapolis in 1902
but every flagship carried a camera and
anyone whocould operate themachine was
assigned to such a duty. Poland went to
the Connecticut as equipment yeoman ii

charge of supplies. Someone let it be
known he could handle a "picture box.
His first job was to snap smoke spouting
from funnels during a test of some new
fuel. This was just prior to the White
Fleet's world cruise. His official job soon
developed.
Newspapermen aboard the flagship,
including the well known correspondent,
Frederick Palmer, used Poland's pictures.
The navy compiled a picture record of the
cruise, now incorporated in the officia
reports.

Death Alone Could Thwart His Love For Photography

The Commercial Appeal
October23. Ifm
Appeal,October23,1939
Clifford Hoyte Poland Sr. and his
Mr. Poland spent his boyhood in
theTunplntr.i-r.QH
camera will no longer be afamiliar sight in
Springfield, Ohio. When he couldn't enlist
tornado,
His movie of the operationof Clarence
the Memphisterritory.
in the Spanish-American War because of
Mr. Poland — dean of Memphis
under-age and lack of his mother's con Saunders Keedoozle stores was shown all
over
the
country
as one of a series of pic
photographers and perhaps the bestsent, he left hishome and traveled with an
known commercial photographer in the
itinerant photographer, learning the tures on Unusual Occupations "
Mid-South — died of a kidney ailment at
Polfud's w°rk with his camera
profession.
4:30 p.m. yesterday at Methodist
After a few months,he returned home was his chief hobby. At various times at
Hospital. Fifty-seven years old,he became
and decided to join the railroad where his
ami brai dogs'1116, ^^ raiS6d chickens
ill Oct. 10. Yesterday, he was muchbetter,
father and two brothersworked. In a short
was planning to return home today to his
Mr. Poland then joined the navy sertime his superior caught him developing
two enlistments. He carried his
home on Poplar Pike. Hehad a relapse and prints in the yard office on company time
died inhalf anhour.
camera with him, and was appointed chief
and he losthis job.
Mr. Poland opened the first commer
Mr Poland became one of the first
PresXtT^8^ ph°toSraPher- When
odore Roosevelt sent the
cial studio in Memphis 27 years ago, and
newsreel cameramen, taking pictures of
r
had headed "Poland Photographers"since.
Memphians celebrating the a
in
°n a world cruise in
The studio, now in the McCall Building,
served as official
1918. Since then he had recorded most of
photogranher
will continueto operateunder the direction the major news events in thisterritory, inS'
of Mr. Poland's two sons, C.H., Jr. and
Mr' Poland
chiding the crash of the Southerner plane decided the ^7
Maxwell.
in Arkansas swamps a few years ago, and life work ^7 k Wy should be his
Work' so he bought his equipment and
Edited and Reprinted from theCommercial Appeal Files
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came to Memphis.
His studio grew, and was theonv °"
between St. Louisand New Orleansto> ta
sound and color movies. He also had t
first moviecamera in Memphis.
Mr. Poland's first commercial movie
was of the opening of Clarence Saunders
first Piggly Wiggly store years ago.
had taken many commercial picturessin
ce then, of farm implements in action an
other manufacturers'articles.
He was an honorary member of
Naval Fleet ReserveOfficers of MemphisBesides his sons, he leaves his wi>
Mrs. Jessie S. Poland; his daughter, Mr?.
»
Virginia P. Morril, Memphis;two brot
Harry B. and J. Wesley PolandSpringfield, Ohio.
National Funeral Homehas charge-
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The Frozen Mirror
Jack Hurley

C

Memphis Women, c.1930

lifford H. Poland was a professional photographer in Memphis
from 1912 until his death in 1939. It is important to understand
that he made his living with his cameras because professionalsdo
not take quite the same sort of pictures amateurs do. An amateur's
photograph is an essentially private image. It captures, however well or
badly, what he orshe thinksis important.A'' Pro,'' onthe otherhand, must
sell photographs to the community. Poland's images are therefore public
documents. They reflect what he and the Memphis community thought
was important.
Poland was very much a part of the Memphis community. He joined
community organizations, participated in the religious life of the area, and
attended businessmen's clubs. His visual images did not challenge or
demand change. They mirrored well-established standards and attitudes.
We can learn quite abit about thesort of town Memphiswas between 1912
and 1939 by looking at Poland's pictures. Buildings that are now razed,
people that arelong dead, andattitudes that haveshifted are all here for us
to examine andthink about.
The architectural shots are fun. Big new buildings were obviously the
pride of the City in the '20's. The Sterick Building was fresh and new, a
Babbitt's dream of "a fine modern building for a fine modern city, when
Poland shot it in 1930. It's nice to see what the Medical Arts Building at
Madison and 4th looked like about 1939 with its wonderful Gothic details
and its curtains blowing clean out the innocently open windows. (Did you
know theyused tobuild bigbuildings withwindows thatcould beopened?)
The Memphis Steam Laundry is gone now, though most of us
remember it. How many townsever had a Moorish style laundry? It's fun
to see it well photographed and in its prime. The Art Deco details and the
shiny hideousnessof the Bridal Suite of theWm. Len Hotel arefascinating
documents of period taste.
Best of all, I like the photographs with people in them. Talk of
documents! Old Memphis is here. White women are presented as ladies,
singly and in bunches, often clearly taking the briefest respite from
community-approved good
works. They sit or stand, hands
folded modestly across their
laps, and offer their pleasantest
formal smiles to the camera.
Businessmen face the camera
aggressively, frontally, proud
of "The First Cotton Bale" of
this or that season, proud of the
fact that they are making
money. All are Caucasian. All
possess short, regulation
^
haircuts. These are doers, not
Wm. Len Hotel.Bridal Suite,
thinkers. If they thought about it, a photograph like this would frighten
them because it revealstoo much. Negroesare presented along stereotypic
lines, in the field, loading and unloading trucks, gambling, and as a great
horde of scrubbedand polishedbellhops forthe Peabody Hotel.
One of the best images of a departed social structure presents a white
gentleman in vigorous late middle-age, buggywhip at theready, directing
a beautiful chorus line -of mules. Flanking the line and holding it steady
are three large and massively grinning black men. All threeare <

rough work clothes (which
contrast clearly with the neat
summer whites of the old
gentleman) and one of them is
missing a hand, but they hold
those mules and smile at the
camera for all they are worth as
if there were no place on earth
they wouldrather be.
That time is gone and few
thinking people mourn it. The
summers were hot, the mules
stank, the work was hard, and
the social structure was rotten.
I'm glad it's gone but I'm also
glad old man Poland was at the
Smith-Podesta Mule Co. one
day and got that picture. There
aren't
many
historical
documents of that quality lying
Medical Arts Building, Madison& Fourth, c.1930
around.
The little, undated series of a 50th wedding anniversarycelebration is,
in itself, a celebration of humanity. I doubt if Poland ever took any better
pictures. These invite comparison with the work of the very best
photographers in this country or in Europe. Oh, these people are so
beautifully ugly, so wonderfully, achingly good. Mama and Papa stand and
face uswith alltheir vulnerable,middle-class decency exposed. The son and
the four daughters make their appearance and finally inthe third exposure
the whole extended clan presents itself to the camera, nervously yet
trustingly, for eternalization.
We know these people because
they are preserved for us in the
magical frozen mirror of
Poland's work. These pictures
remind us so strongly that it
wasn't allbad.
Gary Nichols has selected
well. The photographs that he
has chosen to show do justice
both to Memphis and to C.H.
Poland, Sr.
Memphis Steam Laundry,

Mother and Fatherwith Children, c.1930's
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The Photographs
As Fine Art Richard Knowles

T

stands in theforeground of his cotton field and gestures toward therest of
his land. The hoe's white handle sharply declares its position against the
darker expanses of earth. Its diagonalaction parries with thesplayed legs
and upraised arm.The farmer grins widely, furtherenergizing himself and
the land. It is a scene of joyous largesse. Form and content are one
expression. But what of the curious way in which the farmer's head is
buried in the horizontal row of trees at the rear of the field? Did Poland
commit a compositional "error" by obscuring so important a piece of
information? If considered purely as arrangement of form-elements, the
head shape joining thetree line "works." But if the shape isconsidered as
an important bearer of information (human head, farmer), then we are
challenged to explore further any possible reason for the head's
paradoxical location. There are other examples in the show of Poland's
tendency to line upthe tops of objects — the device seems to be oneof his
style characteristics — but in this case I believe he intends the image to
express a deeper significance. Is Poland telling us,consciously or not, that
this farmer's world is bounded by the land that his body inhabits, that the
earth and the row of trees define and
contain his entire being, that beyond
and above the trees that contain his
head there is another, outside world of
no interest or consequence to the
farmer?
"Man with Hoe" istruly afine piece
whether considered for its form or its
content. It is Art by any definition — if
considered by itself. But is it just a
Smith-PodestaMule Co.
lucky shot? As mentioned above, not all
the prints are masterpieces. The problem of
consistency is important in assessing the work
of any artist, butif we failto find it,could wenot,
perhaps, be looking for the wrong kind of
evidence for making a fair judgment of Poland
as artist — as photographer? Are we as
spectators reading too much into Poland's
intentions and sensibilities? Are we creating
Art for ourselves by using our own time-frame
references and its particular criteria, by trying
to manipulate what was createdas "not-Art"in
another time?

he principalreason for the existenceof the Poland photographs was
— and is — to transmit information. The world they illustrate has
become history for most and rapidly dimming memory for others.
Whether the imageson the wall are experienced as fact or only evidenceof
another world whose reality is blinking out, they must be experienced
primarily for their content. The camera is designed for making pictures.
Photography ispicture-making first.
To discuss photographic images in the same way that one analyzes
the formalelements of art — of whatever degree of abstraction or realism —
seems almostpointless. The''Fine Art"in photographymust liefirst inthe
image captured by the camera. Asked to analyze them as compositions
("Art"), I was nevertheless most moved by their power to create illusion.
As was thecase with most of the visitors at theexhibit whose comments I
overheard, I, too, lostmyself in theworld of theimages. I was jumping back
and forth in time wondering, for example, what the interior of the Sterick
Building looked like 50 years ago. In my fantasy I imagined that I was
walking up to the building and entering it — actually looking into the
building's windows and doors to satisfy my urge to know more. I was
enough involved in the "other" reality of the picture that I experienced a
mild vertigo and shock at the point of returning to the reality of my own
time and space. (Have you ever caught yourself turning tothe back of a pho
tograph to find out what the rear of the image looks
like?)
As compositions of form-elements, some seem
more interesting than others. Without implying
that, to be Fine Art, they would have to be well
composed designs executed with consciousness and
intent by the photographer, I found that many can,
indeed, be experienced and admired for their purely
visual content. One senses that Poland was just as
aware of line, shape, texture and light as any artist. I
discovered several occasions of Poland's conscious
use of form-elements, selected and arranged to Sterick Building, c. 1930
enhance theidentity andsignificance of hissubjects. At times heseemed to
offer shapes or textures only — allowing the subject tofunction mainly as
the vehicleof design elements.The dynamicdiagonals of trolley lines often
functioned ascords, tyingtogether disparateparts of thescene. He seemed
final consideration in assessing the
especially tolove earth and pavement. Inseveral cases up toone-half of the
significance of the show — whether as
surface of thepicture shows dirtor citypaving.
Art, History, Enlightenment or Man withHoe, c.1920
His "Interior of Shack" is a masterpiece of texture and pattern. The
whatever — is therole of Gary Nicholswho selected and printed the images
eye isglutted by its richness. (Andrew Wyeth alsoloved the quilt, the iron
from the thousands of negatives available to him in the archives of the
stove andrough wood interiors.) In"Nurse, Mid-SouthFair," 1917,Poland
Memphis Public Library. Both his curatorial discrimination in selecting
again assembled a remarkably sensuous composition of cloth textures as
the images plus his remarkable technical skills in pulling
well as an almost amusing interplay of criss-crossing diagonals in the and hanging
beautiful prints from deteriorating negatives must be acknowledged. But
angles of thebuilding andthe directionof the nurse'sfeet and head.
his participation does raise a question. Whose work are we looking at.
Not all the printsare masterpiecesof composition, of course.The show
| does not havethe consistent elegance of Poland's or Nichols'? How valid is the show as historical evidence? What
form that,say, an Edward Weston show images did Nichols leave out, which did he include too often? As
71 photography, how important is Nichols' style o
would have. A large percentage of
J printing? (One stylecharacteristic thatseems to
Poland's work had to satisfy his
i
• be Nichols' but probably not Poland's is the
patrons' needs for visual information
richness of the print.) Would Poland have
presented in the most direct and
lr
iI
I selected the same prints as examples of his own
realistic way possible. One can
•""Jw
S
|best photography and for the same reasons. As
recognize that Poland had thepatron on
\
• for Art, Nichols himself offers in the brochure
I his mind — even looking over his
'4 fl
that Poland did not consider himself an artis •
Interior of Shack,c. 1920 shoulder — when shooting all the threeDid Mr. Nichols select certain prints tha
quarter views of office buildings or recording a row of mules or people in
seemed to conform more to our contemporary
frontal compositions that bring to mind police line-ups. Such bread-andstandards of what Art is? To consider them as
butter shots wereintended to record family or business interests, and we
Art is probably our business only. It would hav
can use those documentstoday for the same purposes for which they were
been irrelevant to Poland's thinking. I subimi
originally intended — as historical records where identification of the
'dLross Nurse, 1917
that the larger significance of the exhibitio
content isof greatest importance.
must include its meaning for all of its participants. It isessentially a twone cannot analyze form without reference to content. Some of man show.
the prints seem to offer a particularly rich combination of both.
I prefer to think of it as a very fine, stimulating, multi-media,
The photographer-as-artist/poet sometimes achieved a
commumty-enriching, joint project of Mr. Poland and Mr. Nichols, it
rewarding synthesis. "Man with Hoe", c. 1920, is one of those. A farmer
should have been proudlytitled, "ThePoland/Nichols Exhibition.''
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The Photograph
As Metaphor Gary Witt
fine art seeks to expand and shape our consciousness, photography, as
mass communication, simply overwhelms it and eventually reduces us to
the levelof dull acceptance.
We should heed these critics, for photographs can and do lie, and old
photographs are often like the travel brochure, where the picture is more
inviting thanthe placeit depicts.With thisin mind,let uslook, not through
the Poland photographs, as if they were merely nostalgic windows on the
past, but truly at them. Our question then becomes: What are we really
seeing here?

W

Peabody Hotel, BellBoys, c. 1925

|||& JV emphis Reviewed" — the title alone seems enough to
I
attract attention to theexhibition of photographs by C.H.
JL m Poland, Sr. We have this unquenchable thirst for the past,
this need toreaffirm our relationshipwith it, perhaps as a stay against the
confusion and anxiety around us. Call it what you will — nostalgia,
sentiment, roots — the factremains that the pastis comfortable.
And photographs are a living past. The light strikes the film and is
frozen there, freed from and for all time. The long-dead person, the nowvanished scene, the unknown
event — all are restored to us
through the photograph as
certainly as if they were the
morning news. It is worth
marveling over this, for it is a
minor miracle. All photographs
possess anauthority, apower to
seem real. We believe what we
see in photographs, and no
words nor artworks, however
objective in intention, can
convey their special type of
truth. Old photographs cast an
even deeper spell; the patina of
age enhances their authority,
and we submit to them without
question. Given our fascina
tion, it is no wonder that the
Poland exhibition hasproved to
be apopular one.
Playing Dice withHodden's Horn, c.1915
Not everyone is comfortable, however, with photography s
undisputed authority — its ability to compel belief — and the debate over
photographic truth is as old as photography itself. Baudelaire called
photography a mortal enemy, and the sculptor Rodin saw it as the most
dishonest medium, since it freezes motion unnaturally. Photography's
incredible power topersuade was noted by William Ivins,who wrote: The
Nineteenth century began by believing that what was reasonable wastrue
and it would end up by believing that what it saw in a photograph was
true." To the many critics of photography, this claim is accurate but
distressing.
For Susan Sontag, photography is in fact a lie, and fails in the twin
arenas of aesthetics and truth: it dulls our senses and emotions through
banality and excess, and misleads us by posing as reality itself instead of
its pale substitute. But, she observes, we succumb nevertheless, and
foolishly allow photographs todetermine oursense of whatis real.

O

thers join herin condemningphotography's accessibility,ease of
execution, and wide dissemination. Anything significant, they
feel, must remain preciously crafted and rare, and photography
is simply too easyand too much with usto reveal meaningful truths. While

e are seeing photographs, which are by nature
transformations, idealizations, and often illusions. The world
was not created to be photographed, and never really appears
static, black and white, and enclosed in a frame, as if awaiting our
inspection. The frame itself creates relationships that may never have
existed, and the distorting camera lens both exaggerates and robs of
significance. Not to mention the choices at the photographer's disposal,
such as lighting, vantage point, and the larger question of what he, or his
client, wishesto photograph.
At any rate, C.H. Poland'sMemphis seemsa happy place:prosperous,
industrious, apolitical, luxurious in its leisure, downright halcyon. The
fgggj^ U i
SlIHgmilf ) Peabody bellboys
seem happy, the
^HHH Blacks seem happy,
^^^1 Md the nurse seems ap|
propriately sober,
the man with the hoe
seems rightfully
proud, andso on.But
who were these
people when not stif
fly posed before the
camera, and what
was theirlot inlife?
My point is not
Scrap Metal Scavengers, c.1936
that the exhibition fails, because it doesn't.
coherently selected, beautifully print• ed, and the photographs them• selves are often delightfully
• direct, at a time when most
commercial photographers
remained trapped in a sticky
4|
f[
romanticism, as if photographs
were pseudo-paintings. Rather,
I want to say that photographs
do not guarantee the truth of
Y36i tbeir subjects. And while
&[
Poland's photographs may
HrflH ( till
bring an aspect of early Mem6 i: I ' Wmmg/M phis to life, they do not explain
that life.

imiM

No, photographs are
em°ti°nal equivalents, imperfeet symbols, whose power to
persuade should not deceive us
• into thinking themcomplete. It
H is we who complete them by inFarnsworth Building, Main& Union, c.1935
teiTOgating, not acquiescing, in
order to judge for ourselves the location of that blurred line between truth
and illusion, image and idea, real and imaginary. Photography is indeed a
new language,but itshould beread asa poem,not ascientific text.
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The Archive
As Repository
Steve Findlay
Memphis Residence,CocktailHour, c. 1925

S

ince thelate nineteenth century when Leopold von Ranke called on
his fellow historians to reconstruct the past "as it actually
happened," archives have been the temples of historical worship.
The countless documents preserved in archival institutions throughout
the worldhave allowedhistorians tostrive toadhere to Ranke's dictum.
Archives have greatly changed since they were established asstorage
places for old government records no longer needed for day-to-day
activities. Theprimitive natureof early attemptsat archivalcollecting was
responsible for the destruction of many irreplaceable documents. Papers
exposed to the ravages of heat, cold, and humidity turned to dust or

Main Street, LookingNorth, c. 1936

reached an unusable state.As technical knowledge accrued, particularly in
the field of chemistry, archival preservation was drastically affected.
Persons given the custodyof documents were able to discern the quality of
the materials on which the records were preserved and to determine the
effects of climate on the life-span of different types of paper and other
materials.
If the printed and written word had continued to be the primary
medium for recording man's activities, then hard-found solutions to the
problems created by paper vellum and parchment would have remained
valid. But new methods for making records have brought new problems.
Technological advances provided new materials for the recordingof sound
and image. Each advance hascreated its own peculiar problems of storage
and preservation.
Modern archival institutions are not limited to the storage,
preservation, and retrieval of government records. Archives of various
types contain collections of materials from individuals, families,
businesses, and institutions to provide historians with varied points of
view of thepast.

Japanese Garden, OvertonPark

In attempting to createthese new typesof archives, institutions must
often contend with the natural reluctance of many families to part with a
loved one'spossessions. In many instancesthey feela personalattachment
to such materials, resulting in an unwillingness to allow a stranger to take
them away, in spite of assurances that the objects willbe safely preserved
in a libraryor archive. Then,too, people often feel that theserecords are of
no value to anyone except the immediate family. Representatives of
archival institutions must often convince those in possession of diaries,
manuscripts, photographs, and other personal records, that these
memorabilia areimportant forhistorical research.

O

nce such materials have been obtained, the archive must take
steps toward their preservation. Normally, the most convenient
storage placesin privatehomes — attics, basements andgarages
— are the most destructive because of varying temperatures, humidity,
and fire.
In addition to being more secure, materials
stored inarchival institutionscan be mademore
usable for the historian or researcher. They will
be stored in proper containers; the building in
which they are housed will have proper climate
control; materials will be properly indexed so
information from individual collections can be
efficiently retrieved; through the use of subject
indexes, individualcollections can becorrelated
with oneanother.
What has been said about archival
materials in general can be applied to
photographs in particular. But why include
photographs inan archivalcollection?
Photographs are unique. They present an
accurate image of a moment in time. Whether
that image is a building, a group of persons
engaged in some sort of activity, or the portrait
of an individual, it is a relatively precise
portrayal of the photographer's subject. For
example, a photograph can present the concept
of change much more graphically than the
written word. What better way to contrast the
Main Street of the late nineteenth century with
the Mid-America Mall of thepresent day than to
compare the photographs of C.H. Poland with
our ownperception of today'sreality.
The gamut of modern man's existence from
birth to death has at one time or another been
recorded by the photographer. Scholars and
researchers can use photographs to support an
argument or make a point. If the researcher
were forced to search out individual
photographers, businesses, institutions,
organizations, or rummage through attics and
jes in searchof the pictures heneeded, then many photographswould
• be seen. Hence the need for housing photographs in a place where
they will be properly organized and processed to insure their preservation
futu
for future
futuregenerations.

L

ike many others, Poland was not aware of the value of his work to
the future. After his firm went out of business, his fileswere stored
in a family garage. Had these photographs been allowed to remain
there for only a few more years, most of them would have been damaged
beyond recovery. Fortunately, however, they have been saved and are
being made available to this and future generations of Memphians. The
addition of these images, as they are processed and incorporated into the
existing collection, contributes to the visual history of our City from the
1880s tothe present.
***

Archives. A mausoleum for dead records?
Emphatically No! Because of the addition of many kinds of records to
those dusty leather-bound volumes and oversized boxes, the archive has
become abusy placewhere thepast lives.
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s h u t t e r sa n d d o o r s u n t i ln ol i g h te n t e r s t h e c a m e r a
M except through the lens, and opposite hold a sheet of paper,
which you move forward and backward until the scene
appears in the sharpest detail. There on the paper you will see the whole
view as it really is, with its distances, its colors and shadows and motion,
the clouds, the water twinkling, the birds flying. By holding the paper
steady you can trace the whole perspective with a pen, shade it and
delicately color it from nature." From Danielo Barbaro, Practica della
Perspetiva. 1568.
o

s

ea l 1t h e

The principle of the camera actually predates Barbaro's treatise by a
full millennium. When Pompeii was flourishing, it was noted that light
passing through a hole in a wall would project a faint image of the outside
world onthe opposingwall. This camera obscura, literally translated "dark
room", was first employed by artists as an aid in reproducing images
accurately. In following centuries the camera obscura itself went through
various stages of development. Problems of size and immobility were
solved in novel ways, constantly reducing size andincreasing mobility. It
is curious to note that an early camera obscura was a sedan chair with a
small holein onewall andthe windowsblackened.
In a primitive form, cameras and camera pictures have been with us
since the Renaissance, when artists turned to mathematics and optics for
assistance in solving perspective problems. In 1727 a German physicist,
Johann Heinrich Schulze, was performing experiments with the effect of
light. It had long been observed that light not only forms images, but
changes the nature of many substances; the chlorophyll of vegetation
becomes green upon exposure to light,
colored fabrics fade, and in certain salts
of silver, especially the halides, the
combining elements are liberated,
leaving pure metallic silver which is
dark in tone.Schulze filled a glass bottle
with athoroughly mixedcombination of
chalk, silver, and nitric acid. When he
put the bottle of whitish silver salts in
bright sunlight the mixture turned a
deep purple color. What we know as
photography is the application of
optical and chemical phenomena long
known toman.
n the Seventeenth Century a lens
was fittedinto oneend of a two-foot
box, andthe otherend coveredwith
a sheet of frosted or ground glass. The
image cast on the ground glass could
now be observed outside the camera.
Improvements along this line employed
a mirror, thus making the image right side up, so that the viewer could
place a thin sheet of paper over the ground glass and trace the image.
Camera obscurasbecame standard equipment for artists. Count Francesco
Algarotti, in his "Essay on Painting" (1764), devotes a chapter to the
camera: "The best modern pictures among the Italians have availed
themselves greatly of this contrivance; nor is it possible they should have
otherwise representedthings somuch likelife.
From these original camera obscuras to the modern view camera few
alterations have been made. Shutters began simply as a lens cover,
graduating tomechanical shutters whichstayed openas longas abulb was
squeezed. The box was replaced by a paper and cloth bellows on an ad
justable track which could be securely locked into position during ex
posure. Other modifications aided in correcting perspective andallowed a
selective focus along either the vertical or horizontal plane. This style of
view camera, although greatly outnumbered by the modern single lens
reflex(SLR),isstillusedineverymajorphotographystudio.
The development of film was a long andarduous affair full of failures
and clashes between inventors. It began in 1802. Sir Thomas Wedgwood,
son of the British potter, hadattempted tomake permanent prints by the
agency of light." His"sun prints"were made by placingpainted glassover
sensitized plates, but these images were not permanent. Ill health cause
him toabandon theseexperiments beforefinding away tofix hisprints.
Joseph Nicephore Niepce receives the honor for taking the first
photograph in 1826. The exposure took eight hours. Prior to this he had
reproduced an engraving of Cardonal d'Amboise by photomechanical
means. Shortly after Niepce made the first photograph from a window in
ms room at Gras, hereceived a letter from a stranger, Daguerre, who had
been given Niepce's address by theirmutual lensmaker in Paris. Daguerre
claimed
to beworking
alongsimilar
corresponded
for anumber
—^
wui rung aiong
similar lines.
lines, They
a
wa -—
years but Niepce was terribly suspicious. It took three years o p
mistrust and negotiations before Niepce and Daguerre joined articles ot
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Camera And
Film Technology
An Historical Perspective
Steve Cushing
partnership on December 4,1829. Four years later Niepce diedin Chalonsur-Saone. Daguerre then sent photography on its way by treating his
silver-coated copper plate with iodine vapor and washing it with a strong
sodium chloride (tablesalt) solution. Thisamalgam image was permanent.
Although no copies could be made, daguerreotypes were sensationally
profitable andmade theirinventor quite wealthy.
At the same time an Englishman, William Henry Fox Talbot, was
making his "film" by coating a thin sheet of high quality writing paper
with silver chloride. The result was a paper negative that could produce
many prints by placingthis negative in contact with another piece of sen
sitized paper, then exposingthe sandwichto light.
The technicaladvances of the followingdecades soon left the processes
of Daguerre and Talbot to history. The
chemically treated glass plate as film
was amajor advancement. Glasswas an
excellent base forthe sensitive chemical
emulsion because of its completely
transparent nature. The problem of
sticking the emulsion to the glass was
solved by Scott Archer in 1851. He
developed a sticky liquid emulsion
called collodion, hence the collotype.
Wet plates, as they were called, had to
be prepared, exposed and developed on
the spot, before their sensitive
emulsions could dry. This was a very
clumsy process, but it worked, and the
resulting negatives were sharp enough
to inspire photographers to lug heavy
equipment all over the world. Many
heroic trialsby wet-plate photographers
ensued, but this process, too, was short
lived.
In 1876 the dry plate was introduced, a glass plate with its sensitive
emulsion attached by a layer of fast-drying gelatin. This gelatin formula
had been developed by yet another Englishman, Dr. Richard L. Maddox.
Not only could plates be prepared ahead of time, but the gelatin itself in
creased the effective speed of the emulsion sixty times its former sen
sitivity. For the first time motion could be stopped photographically.
George Eastman, adry platemanufacturer in Rochester, NewYork, began
to wonder why the heavy, fragile glass plates could not be replaced by
something better.Glass, afterall, wasonly a way of holdingthe emulsionin
position. Why not use a flexible material, one that could be wound on a
spool andput insidea cameraso thatone frameat atime couldbe exposed?
By 1889 a chemist working for Eastman, Henry M. Reichenbach, had
perfected such a material from nitrocellulose and wood alcohol. Some of
these first nitrate negatives still exist, although their average life
expectancy is a maximum of 70 years. They are highly unstable and
combustible, a situation which led to the development of safety basefilm.
The baseof modern filmis inflammablecellulose acetate.
uring the period when C.H. Poland worked in Memphis, the
8" x 10" view camera and contact printing method for
reproducing photographic images was de rigeuer. The
perspective control features of the view camera allowed visually pleasing
photographs of architectural subjects. The format was large enough for
close inspection of detail, enhancing its value as a communications tool.
The availability of quality lenses, fast film,and paper emulsions, and wellconstructed equipmentallowed Poland toproduce qualityimages.
The photographsof Memphis and her citizenry, as executedby Poland,
were of the highest technical standards available at that time. One could
also infer that Polandmaintained an awareness of technical developments
throughout hiscareer. Ultimately, theimages weperceive today depend on
the artistry, knowledge, and technical skills possessed by Poland at the
instant heexposed thefilm.
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T

here once lived a tailor known far
and wide for his sensitive
attention to the requirements of
his customers and the exquisite detail of
his executions. Demand for his labors was
especially great among the nobility and
well-to-do, particularly concerning
ceremonial garments.
A tradition of this community in
which the tailor lived helped to maintain a
peculiar form of individual identity and
unity. Once a year each of the various associations, guilds, fraternal
organizations ad infinitum would hold a great ball for theexpress purpose
of extolling the merits of its particular profession. Great care — often to
an incredible degree — was taken in preparing the ceremonialgarments for
these balls,so important was thefunction tothe individuals attending.
And so it came to pass that a photographer called on the tailor
requesting a ceremonial garment. With few words and great dispatch the
tailor recorded the measurements of the photographer: circumference of
neck, chest, and waist; length of arms and breadth of hands; distance from
the nape of the neck to the waist to the heel. Having these figures in hand,
the tailorstepped backand observed the wholeman.
"Quite well,'' said the tailor.'' I have only onequestion: How long have
you been aphotographer?''
Shocked by the question, the photographer retorted quite
indignantly. "What difference does it make at all how long I have been a
photographer in order for you to make my ceremonialgarment. I find that
question mostabsurd, sir!"
With anhumble yetcertain voicethe tailorreplied thusly:
"Begging your indulgence, but we tailors put more consideration into
a ceremonial garment than merelytaking the appropriate dimensions.The
hemline must be approachedwith utmostdelicacy.
"For you see, when a photographer is young and has just entered his
profession, he is prone to lift his eye, throw back his head and strut about
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The Tailor & The
Photographer
A Reoriented Chinese Tale,
Ming Dynasty
with the nose high in the air. Such a bodily configuration demands that the
hem clothin thefront beof greater quantitythan inthe back.
"After some years of exercising, experiencing, and toiling in his
profession, the photographer often begins to realize that the true skills
needed and the amount of work required are actually much greater than
had been imagined. By the time that the philosophical questions of selfworth, quality, and responsibility have been discovered, thephotographer
assumes a somewhat different stance. The nose comesdown, the eye sees
with a level clarity, and the shoulders begin to demonstrate thesigns of a
burden.
"At this point the garment must be rehemmed, taking in some cloth in
the front andletting out othercloth inthe rear.
"Upon reaching the termination of a successful career, the
photographer takes on yet another form. Battles lost and won have left
their mark. The weightof responsibility, not only to himself and members
of his profession, but to the entire community as well, has bent the
shoulders into a hunch. His eye may remain clear and the nose retain its
sharpness, but they arepointed downward,toward earthlyreality.
"Now we must take in a lot of cloth in the front and let out alot of cloth
in therear sothat thehemline hangsproperly.
"I trust you now understand, sir, how important it is to know how
long one has been a photographer before the ceremonial garment can be
made."
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